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CENTRAL WASHINGTON STATE COLLEGE

Fri day, December 9, 1966 ·

Choir and Symphony
Join for Presentation
The 200 voice CWSC choir
will join forces with the CWSC
symphony orchestra to present
Verdi's "Requiem," Sunday
night, Dec. 11.
The choir will be augmented
by the talented and professional
voices r4 Martina Arroyo, Lynn
Dupin, Robert McGrath and Leon
Llsbner. The orchestra will be
augmented by 22 strings from
the seattle Symphony and the
famed Phlladelphia String Quar·
tet.
The "Requiem", according to
Dr. Wayne Hertz, chairman of

Symposium
Initial Plans
Taking Shape
Meeting the Town
Imported cone~ professors Giovanni Costigan (right)and
Kenneth Kirkiatrick (left) were two 111.rticlJll.llts in a recent
Town Meeting in McConnell Auditorium. The purpose
ot the meetllli was to encourage the discussion ot alternatives to the Viet Nam war. The speakers agreed that
the question was not whether the United States should
~t out of Viet Nam, but, rather, ot how withdrawal could
best be accomplished.
(Photo by Jay Martin)

Costigan Heads Teach In Trio;
Kirkpatrick and Lord Also Talk
By JOHN HATHAWAY
Staff Reporter
"Recourse to immediate nuclear war" was one ot several
suggestions put forth by Dr.
Giovanni Costigan in reference
to Red Cblna becoming a full
nuclear power, at a town meettnc
held in McConnell Auditorium
last November 29.
On the subject ot the day when
China becomes a major nuclear
:pow~r,
Costigan said, "one
choice ls all out nuclear war
but I feel that just as Russian
Communism has matured the
Chinese w111 come to the same
position.''
The subject of the meetlngwas,
Vietnam: A Search tor Altern:.
tives to Our Present Policy.
The meeting was a Viet Nam
"Teach In" sponsored by AND.
Speakers were Ken Kirkpatrlelc

New Logotype

Graces Crier
Along with this special 75th
Anniversary edition of the cam.
pus Crier comes the unveiling of
the new Crier logotype or title
p_Iate.
The new modern qotype was
designed by Ray cums, a 1965
graduate ot CWSC.
Cullls, who is in business tor
himself as a humor artist in
advertizing, also designed the
present logotype for the Ellensburg Daily Record.

of. the Friends Service Commit·

Two retreats are scheduled
for winter quarter by the Sym.
:poslum committee to acquaint
interested students with SymPoSlum. It ls hoped that the
students will return from the
retreats and spread their enthusiasm to other students.
The retreats will be held at
Hidden Valley Ranch1 Feb. 3
and 4 and Feb. 10 and 11.
It has not yet been decided
how students w111 be selected to
attend the retreats, but interest ln Symposium w111 be a
prime consideration.
Dr. Chester Keller is complllng a booklet of. quotations
and excerpts from varloustlelds
· pertaining to "Revolution." The
booklet w111 be available before
Symposium.
A letter has been written to
the Soviet Embassy ln Washing.
ton D.C. inquiring into the posslblllty ot a Russian artist coming to Central's campus in con.
junction with the Symposium.
A play is acatn being planned
for Symposium. It will not be
chosen until winter quarter. The
play wm be directed and produced by Larry Sharpe.

tee; Dr. Giovanni Costigan, Historian and Professor at the u
ot W; and Richard Lord, former
"Peace" candidate Tunning for
Congressman ln the 4th district
and math teacher at Yakima
Valley J1Ulior Collere.
Sherman Balley, mayor at El·
lensburg and disc jockey at
KXLE, served as moderator.
Klrtpatrlck gave the first talk
in which he compared the Negro
ideals in the U.S. to those ideals
the U.S. upholds in Viet Nam.
"The people 'of. Viet Nam and
Peace Corps is an organizaWatts, California want the toot
tion that is constantly on the
of. the white man removed from
move. n is an organization
their necks. The status quo ls
that is ever changing and erowmaintained in the U.S. by :police
lng.
guns and nauseous gas, and ln . Blll and ·Jane Owens, who
Viet Nam by Marines and napalm
worked as volunteers in Jamai·
bombs," be stated.
ca, and Bill Sakovlch, who was
He also said that innocent people are getting killed and that
the country ls being systemat.
ically destroyed. He said be
beard it was rumored that the
White House .is planning on in·
vading North Viet Nam.
"I have no doubt it we did,
China would enter the war, Kirk·
patrick said.
"Sup:pose North Viet Nam
could bomb us. Would that bring
us to the conference table?" he
asked.
Kirkpatrick closed by saytnc,
"I believe it is my duty to
opPose the United States foreirn
Polley in Viet Nam.
Lord opened by saying "I think
If the American people were

the M usic Departnient, · "is un.
doubtedly one of the greatest
masterpieces of all time."
Miss Arroyg, who -heads the
list ~ distinguished soloists for
this Christmas time performance, ls a fre~nt soloist with
the New York Phllharmonlc. She
has performed recently under
such conductors as Charles
Munch, Leonard Bernstein, com·
PoSer Paul Hindemith, and Eugene Ormandy.
Her performance in the title
role ot "Aida" at the MetroPolitan Opera in February was
accorded phenomenal, crltlcal,
and public acclaim.
This season, she will sing a
premiere performance of "Il' '
Trovatore'' . at the new Metropalitan Opera House in the Lincoln Center. She ls also sched·
uled with the San Francisco
Symphony, a Carnegie Hall ap.
pearance for the Friends of the
French Opera, a recording ~
Beethoven's "Mlssa Solemnls"
with Eugene ormandy and the
Philadelphia Orchestra, and a
new production of. "Aida" at
Covent Garden, London.
In addition to Miss Ar~oyo,
soloists will be Robert McGramand Leon Lishner of. Seattle, and
Lynn Dupln ot CWSC. Miss
Dupln, a mezzo-soprano, has
sung tor a number of years
in New York City and Seattle.
She ls presently '1an assistant
professor of music.
The performance was selected as one ot the major events
of this 75th amiiversary year
and wlll begin at 8:00 p.m. in
Nicholson Pav111on~

Verdi's "Requiem Mass,"
composed in 1873 in memory
of Verdi's novelist friend, Alessandro Manwni, will be per.
formed in Latin.
Originally intended to be sunc
at funerals and memorials, the
Requiem later took on a concert
form.
·The public ls invited to this
complimentary program.

See Page 5

CPPSees
UttleHope
.for Future
The CPP ls on the decllne.

Campus Proeresstve
Party, which was formed last
year with approximately sixty
members and climaxed its first
year by pushing its candidates
into. the top .two posltions of
the SGA, ls this year on the
decline and Possibly on its way
to extinction.
Last year the party introduced
a plan ot action which ·consisted
of nine status quo resolutions
tbat dealt with such problems as
a "progressive" student tutor•
Ing system and the compilatlon
of a test-tlllng system.
"The continuance of the CPP
is under severe question," according to John Kinsey, SG.A
president.
"The CPP, since its formation, has met with considerable
student opposition. First its
initials remind students too
much af Cblna'sCommunist People's Party, and some students
seem to link 1t with communism.
"The CPP, to many students,
has the sound of Power politics
and many students at Central
seem to have a tear of power
Politics," Kinsey said.
According to Kinsey, the future ot CPP will not be known
for certain, until early next
year. The CPP still meets from
time to time and ls in the process
of picking its cand1dates for the
upcoming pneral elections. "I would be in tavor of keeping
the party in force it the students
would be w1ll1ng to accept it
as a part of the campus Polit·
lcal structure,'' Kinsey added..
The

Volunteers Recruit on Campus

(Cont'd on page 21)

JANE OWENS

a volunteer in Indonesia and
Morocco, are on campus this
week as recruiters for the Peace
Corps.
OWens' work centered around
community activltles. -He helped
adults in the v1llage with wood
working.
Although she had no previous
tralning in home economics,
Mrs. OWens worked with the
younger members ot the vii·
lage to 1-mprove their dietary
habits. She also taught literacy
classes.
.Sakovlch worked as a physical education instructor. His
work was primarily with the
children of the community.
When asked what special trait
she felt necessary tor a Peace
Corps Volunteer, . Mrs. OWens
replled, "FlexlbWty."
"One needs to be able to
adapt to the environment, and to
accept the values at another culture, and the values of the people. One must be able to use
informally the tlllnis that you

have learned all your Ute,"
she said.
Mrs. OWens stated that there
is a ereat demand for home economics, especially in the areas
at nutrition, food, and child care.
"Many babies that never see
a doctor or a nurse are born
and die ol dysentary each year,"
she said.

Two volunteers are usually
placed in a v1llage, but someo
times one ls placed alone. Mrs.
OWens felt -the lone volunteer
was better able to become a
part ot the community because
he had no one to turn to except
the villagers. ·
All three ot the former corpsmen agree that the rewards as
a Peace Corps volunteer are
many. They include satisfaction of. helping someone learn
to read;. the acts ot friendship
and kindness from the villagers;
and being a part at an organ!~
tlon that not only helps others
to learn but also learns from
the people.

~AMPUS
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LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

Ca01pusCrIBr

Upsets highlighted the SGA
fall elections.
Only two of the incumbent
legislators running for office
were re-elected. . The others
were . defeated. Don Carlton,
with 325 votes, won the race
for position number one over
Frank Fischer. who polled 226
votes. Mike Parnell was the
other incumbent raining re·
election. His 292 votes were
enough for him to edge Ray
Gallant who had 237 votes.
Doug Nickson was one of the
two incumbents who failed to
make it back into office. His
184 votes were not nearly enough
to overcome John Lein, with399
votes, in the race tor position
number five.
Bud Grahn, the other defeated
incumbent, had only 198 votes
which weren't enough against
the 287 votes of Mike · Wearne.
Results in other races went
like this: position number tw~
Harry Burns, 322 votes, beat
Rob Riday, 199 votes; position
number four-Bill Armstrong,
364 votes, beat Bill Ford, 149
votes.

EDITORIAL PAGE
'''Spotlight' on Opinion' .'.

Where Are We Going?
The higher educational pioneers hit Ellensburg in the early 1890' ~·
They staffed a fledgling normal school, one· of two in a newly
created state.
Enrollment has since grown from an initial class of eleven
students with four teachers to 5,000 taught by a faculty of 257.
We think that Central today is a pretty fair clearing in the
intellectual wilderness.
While there is no minimizing the progress Central has made,
our foremost consideration must be, "Where are we going?"
Elsewhere in this issue President Brooks details the premises
campus planners are working under.
Dr. Brooks assures us that every effort is being made to preserve
the identity of the individual student in Central's future. Indeed,
the developmental scheme seems to confirm this.
Yet it is being said with increasing frequency that, in the pursuit

ot campus maturity, undue pressure is being applied to professors to "publish or perish" and to achieve the prestigious goal
ol a Ph.D.
J! this is the case then both professors and students will be
caught in an expansionist squeeze. The quality of education,
presumably our foremost consideration, is likely to be lessened.

Program Back Patted
We believe that the recent 'Town Meeting' to discuss alternatives to the war in Viet Nam was one of the most noteworthy
and beneficial programs run at Central this quarter.
Giovanni Costigan demonstrated the quick wits and razor
tongue that make him recognized as a leading Northwest critic
of. Viet Nam policy; Costigan is nearly as _persuasive in his
presentation as he is mistaken. However, we choose to defer
that argument until another time.
we wonder why it is that sponsorship of interesting and worth·
while speakers has been consistently undertaken by student
clubs alone. SGA has been conspicuous in its absence in the
field of speaker sponsorship.
Given the many thousands of excess dollars in SGA coffers
as a result of a voluntary annual, and the campaign pledges of
SGA officers, the question becomes "why so very few speak·
ers?"

Postively Childish

''I

TAKE IT THAT PASSING THIS COLJR?-e1'5 V~r<Y IMPOg-fANT ID YoU. 11

1 1: : : : : : : : :I~ ! ! ~: : : !~: : : !E:!: i: ~ !~!:~ i: :i: : : : : : : : : :iI
Bob Lee
'Democratic?' · Young
Republicans President

To the Editor,
It is our opinion that theS .G .A.
Legislature should seriously
consider withdrawing their re.
cognition of A.N .D.
This group, supposedly organ.
ized to ''encourage independence
among men and opportunities for
their full and equal envolvement
in the democratic process," is
little more than an excuse for
irresponsible behavior, and has
been a constant source of em.
barrassment to the majority of.
the students.
This group parades behind the
mask of self-imposedalienationP
pretending to be concerned with
the problems of society and
the world. They substitute par.
ades and demonstrations for re.
sponsible creative activity.
They pretend that the values
of society are in error without
ever considering the possibility
that they, themselves, might be
off key.
They !ta ve consistently flaunt.
ed school regulations and defied critisism hiding behind their
supposed rights.

For 75 years, Central was not too widely known.
Naturally, peop_le would occasionally hear of Ellensburg, but
Sweecy wasn't exactly a household term.
Then along came Central's 75th anniversa.rY and things began
to happen. For instance, Verdi's "Requiem," with an impressive
host of singers and musicians was scheduled.
However this was topped by a modest production on the part
of four ~en's dormitories. Th0y sponsored a teeter-totter
marathon.
Because of this event, Central has been given coverage by
radio, newspaper, and television. This, of course, means that
we have done something worthwhile.
on the East coast however, they fail to see the significance
af our accomplishm~nt and call us the "SWeecy sissies." But
this is only because they have heard that our teeter-totterers
wore seat belts.
Actually, our see-saw team was composed of well-conditioned
men who are fierce competitors. Many times these gentlemen
were assisted by young ladies. But just because these ladies
could effectively do the same job should not detract from their
manly efforts.
Even the administration pitched in on this historic event and
sent four, well qualified representatives. These dignitaries sat
out the 75th hour and didn't seem to experience any ill effects.
This, I suppose, was due to the intensive training they have
undergone.
·
But the people who had the best attitude toward the teeter.
totter event were three drunken gentlemen Friday night. They
climbed into a tree. near the teeter-totter, pretended they were
birds, and ignored it.

Upsets Mark
SGA Elections

They have continually assailed
the sensibility of other students
with their constant harrangue,
pickets, and protests; claiming
the right of free speech yetignor.
ing the fact that others have a
corresponding right to their own
views and right to privacy of
their own thoughts and id~s.
We feel that recognition by
S .G.A. should be extended only
to those groups who demonstrate
maturity in their actions. We
feel that part of this maturity
is reflected in the common
courtesies that are customary
between adults.

32 Petittioners

'Really Fine'
To the Editor:
With the beginning of winter
quarter a new fine schedule will
become effective for booksfrom
general circulation and for items
from the reserve collection.
The fine to be assessed for
materials from general circu·
lation will be computed at the
rate of fifty cents per item per
day for the first three days
overdue, and twenty five cents
per day thereafter. Fines for
overdue materials from the reserve collection will be com·
puted at the rate of fifty cents
per item per hour for the first
three hours overdue, and tweqty.
five cents per hour thereafter.
The reason for imposing . a
stronger penalty is consistent
with the one purpose of over·
due library fines, to assure an
equitable and impartial means
af allowing all students a rea...
sonable op:portunity to use need·
ed resources.
0

Statistics reveal a disturbingly
disproportionate incidence of de·
linquent returns, for the average
percentage af overdue returns
in relation to total general cir·
culation was 8.4 per cent last
year, rising one month to an
unprecedented 15 per cent. (A
national average for colleges
and universities is approximate·
ly 3 per cent.) When that many
books are overdue beyond the
allowable two-week loan period
(with possibility of renewal) it
is certain that borrowing priv·
·lleges are being ·abused, and
many students are being depriv·

It is significant that no fines
go into any special fund used
bY the library. Actually, librari·
ans would be happier than any·
one else if it would be possible
to discontinue fines altogether,
but there seems no other way
of getting books back in order
that everyone may have a :fair
opportunity to use them. You
are encouraged to make free use
of library materials, but " you
are hereby further discouraged
from the abuse of an important
privilege requirfug your per.
sonal responsibility. Your cooperation is courteously re·
quested in returning library
loans on time, for this will beof
mutual benefit to all.
Clifford P. Wolf sehr
Asst. Dir.-Public Services

'Thanks'
To the Editor,
I would like to com mend the
SGA Elections Committee (De·
wain Lien, Diana Harris, Kim
Lebert, Sue Middlebrook, Pat
·Tidrick, and Det Wegener) for
the fine job they did in stag.
ing ·the SGA Legislative eleco
tions on Nov. 17th.
The entire process was set
up and run in a very compea
tent manner, particularly con·
sidering the fact that the chair·
man and most of the committee
were "first-timers."
Many thanks to the SG A Elec.
tion Committee for a job well
done.
Austin Cooper
Executive Vice-President

Ccamp..!i Crier

We feel that A.N .D.'s recent
picketing of theNavalRecruiting
Officers and other such demon.
strations against guests of the
college are serious breeches of
their responsibilities as young
adults and show their utter disregard for the rights of others.
We call upon the S .G .A. Leg.
islature to spa.re us from any
further outrages against the
standards of conduct that the
student body has a right to ex.
pect from S .G .A. recognfZed or.
ganizations. ,

ed of a reasonableopportunityto
gain access to needed resources.
The rapidly increasing size of
the student body is one important
factor contributing to the urgency of the problem.

ALL-AMERICAN.COLLEGE NEWSPAPER 1965-66
Publisned weekly on Fridays during tne academic year except
test weeks and nolidays. Entered as second class matter ot tne
U.S. Post Office, .Ellensburg,Wosn. 98926.
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Judo Classes Offered
Free, co-educational, )udo instruction classes started .t his
week and will continue each
Monday from 7 to 10 p.m. in
Room 205 in the Nicholson Pa.
vilion.

Taught by Jack Phillips, a
Central seniorandamateur judo.
1st, the classes wm be conducted
throughout the year.
Phillips began his judo -career
In the fourth grade and has
taught this sport at Olympic
College, Bremerton YMCA,

North M·a son High School, and
assisted at the Kent-Meridian
Judo Institute.
He decided to lead the classes
at Central because so many stu.
dents asked to be taught. Phillips
made the classes co-educational
because he found that girls were
interested in judo too.
The first class concentrated on
teaching the students how to
fall correctly.
Students attending should wear
pants and sweatshirts.

' TIS THE SEASON TO BE JOLLY

Hootin' Hammer
"When the song calls for the sound of steel strings, then you use steel." That's the way
Rich Clise Hammer, North Hall freshman from Bellevue describes his folk style. With
harmonica and a usually fast moving rendition, Hammer's forte lies in songs of Bob Dylan
and Hoyt Axton. Other singers representing many styles and methods present the weekly
(Staff photo by Jay Martin)
Hootenanny Thursday evenings in the SUB Cage.

'Hootenanny' Retu~ns to Cage
"Stewball, The Racehorse," movedoff cam·
pus when a local coffeehouse opened last
year. But recently he has been back on
campus and can now be heard in the SUB
Cage every Thursday at 8 p.m.
"Stewball," better known as the hoot·
enanny, and the singers· participating, started
Winter Quarter last year. It started slowly
but ended big. The . same was true of the
first "Hoot" of this year. At 8 p.m. when
the singing started, few people were in the
dimly lighted Cage. But when the "Hoot"
ended at 10 p.m., the Cage was packed.
The "Hoot" is back on campus this year
·because the short-lived coffeehouse is . now.
a "Teenage Nightclub" and more week-night
entertainment was needed on campus, accord·
Ing to ste~e Markham, SGA social vice·

Construdion .
Held Off Untl
Funds Granted
A gigantic three.phase housing
project awaits allocation at
funds, and as a result, will not
be ready for usage until fall
of 1968, according to Wendell
Hill, director of auxiliary serv·
ices.
Financing comes through congress and the HHS.A, Houstne
Urban Development, and requires a lenrthy procedure for
appropriations to be made. The
f acillties were previously sched·
uled to be made available for
next year.
Blueprints call for a three
story structure to be built east
of Nicholson PayUion running
north towards University Vil·
lage. The project is to be undertaken in steps, each phase
taking one year to complete.
When completed, 1800 students
wlll reside there. It is antici·
pated that this construction proj·
ect will meet the ever advancing
need for housing and will allow
for expansion in enrollment.
The building itself wm con.
sist of several divisions and
will include a r esidence hall
for some 260 students; four sep.
arate living units, two men's
and two women's which provide
space for 240 students; four cooperatives, housing approx!·
mately 60 students each; plus
residence apartments for junior
and senior women.

president.
Tim Wing, "Hoot" chairman, started the
first program by introducing Denny Hum.
fleet, a veteran performer of last year.
Other performers included Rich Cilse, Mark
Johnson and "The Prefab Trio."
Performance in the "Hoot" is not restricted
to a select group. Any student or local Ellensburg resident can get on the program by
contacting Tim Wing in Munro Hall or by
attending a "Hoot" meeting held every Tuesday at 7 p.m. in Room 212 in the SUB.
Hootenanny's were at a peak about two
years ago, but are not a thing of the past.
"I don't think they are in the public eye
as much now as they have been in the past,
but I think they are just ~ papular as ever,"
Markham concluded.

I know how busy you are-studying, going to class, helping old grads find t heir dentures after Homecoming- but,
hark the Yuletide is almost upon us and it 's time we
turn~d our thoughts to Christmas shopping.
We'll start with the hardest gift problem of all : what to
give the man who has everything. Well sir, here are some
things I'll bet he doesn't have: 1) A dentist's chair. 2 ) A
Mach number. 3) A street map of ·Perth, Australia. 4)
F ifty pounds of chicken fat. 5 ) A pack of Personna Super
St ainless Steel Blades.
" What?" you exclaim, your eyebrows leaping in wild
incredulity. " The man who has everything doesn't have
Personna Super Stainless Steel Blades? What arrant nonsense!" you scoff, making a coarse gesture.
But I insist. The man who has everything doesn't have
Personna because everyone in the dorm is always borrowing them. And small wonder! Wouldn't you be there with
an empty razor and a supplicating sidle if you hi3ard somebody had super-blades that were super-sharp and superdurable; that scrape not, neither do they nick; that shave
you easily and breezily, quickly and slickly, scratchlessly
and matchlessly; that come both in Double-Edge style and
Injector style? Of course you would!
So here is our first gift suggestion. If you know a man
who shaves with Personna, give him a safe.
Next let us take up the thorny problem of buying gifts
when you have no money. Well sir, there are many wonderful gifts which cost hardly anything. A bottle of good .
clear water, for example, is always welcome. A nice smooth
rock makes a charming· paperweight. In fact, one Christmas back in my own college days, these are exactly the
gifts I gave a beauteous coed named Norma Glebe. I took
a rock, a bottle of water, a bit of ribbon, and attached a
card with this tender sentiment:
Here's some water
And here's a rock.
I love you, daughter,
A round the clock.
Norma was· so moved, she seized the rock, smashed the
bottle, and plunged the jagged edge into my sternum.

Library Material Returns ,Due Dec. 25
The Director c1 Libraries an.
nounce s that all library m~
terlals must be returned by
Thursday, December 15th.
Reminders of delinquency
charges are ~o ~onger being sent

by the Circulatlon Department.

Students who return overdue
materials without paying the
charge stiould clear their records as soon as possible. This
is the borrower'srespanslblllty.

~ppy Holidays fro~
Model

·

1 day shirt service
·Complete laundry arid
Dry O~niog Service
Free Pkk up and
Delivery
925-5389

Model

LAUNDRY
and CLEANERS

207N.PiM

Here now is a lovely gift for an American History major
-a bronze statuette of Millard Fillmore with a clock in
the stomach. (Mr. Fillmore, incidentally, was the only
American president with a clock in his stomach. James K.
Polk had a stem-winder in his head and William Henry
Harrison chimed the quarter-hour, but only Mr. Fillmore
of all our chief executives had a clock in his stomach.
Franklin Pierce had a sweep second hand and Zachary
Taylor had 17 jewels and Martin Van Buren ticked but, I
repeat, Mr. Fillmore and Mr. Fillmore alone had a clock
in his stomach. Moreover, Mr. Fillmore was the first president with power steering. No wonder they called him
"Old Hickory!")
But I digress. Returning to Christmas gifts, here's one
that's sure to please-a gift certificate from the American
Society of Chiropractors. Accompanying each certificate
is this fetching little poem:
Merry Ch r istmas, Happy N ew Year,
J oyous sacro-iliac!
Ma y your spine for ever shine,
Blessings on yo ur aching back!
May your lum bar n e'er grow num ber,
May your backbone ne'er dislodge,
May your caudal never dawdle,
Joyeux Noel! Heureux massage!

* * *

©

1906, Max Shulman

And greetings of ihe season from the makers of
Personna Super Stainless Steel Blades, Double-Edge or
Injector, and from Personna's partner in shaving lux·
ury, Bu.rma-Shave, regular or menthol.

CAMPUS CRIER, Friday, December 9, 1966
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Your College Bookstore

Wishing Everyone Happy Holidays
WIDE

GI FT

SELECTION

Special Price on Art, Gift &Children's Books·
While you're in be sure and see the books fcw
Winter Quarter

_C~PUS CRIER, Friday, December 9, 1~
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CWSC Campus Grows;
Size, Stature Increase

There·s Nothin9

'

Founded by the first Washington legislature in 1890 as
Washington State NormalSchool,
CWSC has progressed in leaps
and bounds.
The school opened in 1891
with only four faculty members,
educated a mere 86 students,

College Years
Retold In Book

Abouf Our

Store...
n~)

Except The

~s

-

f\T ALBERISON'S WE G\VE.
THE F\NE5T PERSON/\LlZED
SERV\CE \N \OWN. HELPFUL,
FRl EN DLY BCX BOYS ARE AL'NAYS READ'< TO ASS\51 YOU
W\TH ~OUR GROCERY SHOPP\NG !

1< FAMOUS NAME
~

College Grows;
Name Changes
When first established in 189lll
Central was known as Washing.
ton State Normal School because
at that time it was to be an
institution s.trictly for training
teachers.
As legislation of 1890 stated,
''There shall be established in
the City of Ellensburg, County
of Kittitas, a school for the
training and education of teachers of the art of instruction
and governing in the public
schools of the state."
However, as the college en.
rollment grew, the goals chang.
ed,' and in 1937, the Washing·
ton legislators changed the name
to the Central Washington College of Education.
Growth again influenced name
change. and in 1961, when Cen.
tral ·· became a state college, the
title was shifted to Central Wash-·
ington State College, the name·
by which 1t is known today.

School Loon1s on_Front Page

YOU'LL ALSO FIND:

BRANDS ·

,,

A history of Central Washing·
ton State College has ' finally
been collected aµd organized,
and is soon to be released in
a book by Dr. Samuel Mohler,
professor of history.
"Central Washington College:
The First 75 Years;'' will probably be on sale by the end of.
the school year.
"When I first came here there
weren't many students and there
was time to do research. I
discovered there wasn't anyhistory of the college and so I
decided there ought to be," Dr.
Mohler, who rePortedly has been
working on the book off - and on
for many years, said.
The book started out as arti·
cles for the "Pacific Northwest
Quarterly" but it grew to its ·
present size of approximately
400 pages.
"A special feature of the book
is that it contains 35 autobi·
ographies of faculty members
who have been at central for
25 years or more," Dr. Mohler
continued.
In his research, Dr. Mohler
used such references as: official
state publications; articlesfrom
the CRIER, the Hyakem, and a
former student paper; minutes
from school and trustee meet~
ings; bulletins published by the
college and others.
The books will come out under
the label of CWSC Press.

and occupied the second floor of
the Washington Public School
in Ellensburg. Today, 75 years
later, Central has 300 faculty
members, 60 buildings, and the
estimated worth of the campus
is more than $30 million .
It wasn't until 1933 th·a t the
legislature authoriZed the college to grant a B.A. degree in
education. In 1937 the name
changed to Central Washington
College of Education. The 1947,
legislature authoriZed B.A. degrees in arts and sciences and
the master of education degree.
CWSC also offers the M.A. in
art, English, and music, the
M. Ed., and M $. in biology,
chemistry and psychology.
The latest name change, to
Central Washington State College, was made in 1961.

·

MODERN /NS70RE
BAKERY

The newly constructed Wash·
ington State Normal School build·
ing is shown in the 1894 picture
on the cover page of this 'Diamond 75' anniversary issue.
The building was named Barge
Hall in honor of Normal School
first president, Benjamin F.
Barge. The mid· Victorian archi·
tecture is "pretty typical of
buildings constructed at the

time,'' according to campus historian Dr. Samuel Mohler.
The building, once more than
adequate for the entire school,
now houses Central's administrative offices. The tower atop
the original structure measured
some thirty feet in height. ·However, brisk Ellensburg spring
winds forced its removal in the
early 1950's.
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Admission Standards Stiffening With A·ge
Free tuition, free textbooks,
and board and room with the
better families of Ellensburg
for four dollars per week is what
the Washington Normal School
offered its students 75 years
ago.
But times change. Today the
student at what has become
Washington State College, pays
$19 tuition, a general fee of
$69 and an average of $230
per quarter for board and room
in any one of the 22 dorms.
When the Washington State
Normal School opened its doors,
there were, as there are now,
no restrictions based on race,
nationality, or place of residence.

But, upon registration the stu.
dents signed the following state.
ment: "We hereby declare that
our purpose in entering the
Washington State Normal School
is to fit ourselves for the pro.
fession of teaching, and that it
is our intention to engage in
teaching in the public schools
of this state.''
There is no longer such a
statement for the students to
sign. They may enter either the
Arts and Science Program or
the Teacher Education Program.
Today graduates of CWSC travel
to the four corners of the world;
they are not restricted to Wash·
ington State .
In the early years of the school,

scholastic credentials accepted
for admission were either: a
diploma from an authorized college or university; a diploma
from an accredited high school
or other secondary school; a
certificate of honorable dismissal from a state normal school;
a . teacher's certificate; or a
certificate stating the holder had
completed the ninth year or high.
er of a state high school course
or its full equivalent and signed
by the principal of the school
in which the work· was completed.
Students were admitted to
CWSC in 1966 on the following
basis: three and a half years of
accredited high school work;

residents of the state of Washing·
ton with a grade point average
of 2 .5 were assured admittance;
every freshman entering CWSC
was required to have taken grade
prediction tests; mature stu.
dents who had not completed
high school were admitted on
probation by passing the General Educational Development
Examination.
A certificate of moral character signed by someone of high
standing in the applicant's home·
town was required of the student
entering the Washington Normal

School. Today, however, CWSC
students do not need a cert111·
cate concerning their moral
character.
Because of industrialization
and technological developments,
greater emphasis has been
placed upon the necessity of
a college education. Consequently, the college students of 1966
are faced with greater competi tion, higher expenses, and
stricter admission standards
than the students who entered
the Washington State Normal
School in 1892 .

Keepsake Diamond Rings
Available Only At

Button Jeweler's
4th & Pine

FLrst
Choice
Of The
Engageables

Origin~/

And, for good reasons .
like smart styling
to enhance the center diamond ... guaranteed
perfect (or replacement assured) ... a bri 11 iant
gem of fine color and precise modern cut. The
name, Keepsake, in your ring assures lifetime satisfaction. Select your very personal Keepsake at
your Keepsake Jeweler's store. Find him in the
yellow pages under "Jewelers."

Class

This eleven member first class came from all over the state to attend the newly formed
State Normal School. The school was one of two for teacher training in Washington. An
early enrollment quota that restri.cted the number of students from any one county to twelve
was suspended for lack of attendance.
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Town. ResidenJs Have Their Say on College
By JOSEPH L. GROVE
and SHARON JACKSON
Staff RePorters
No man ts an island and net·
ther is a college. Seventy~ftve
years ol existence means
seventy.five years ol public re•
lattons.
•
What did a Central Washington
cow town think of fosterirlg a
normal school and what does it
think, seventy-five years later,
with a rapidly growing college
that is fostering the town?
According to Glen Hogue, a
seventy-five year Ellensburg
resident and 1915 graduate of
Central Washington Normal
School,- "The people of Ellensburg thought the Normal School
was something wonderful. They
were very thankful that the Nor•

mal School was to be built here.''
Seventy-five years later Rev•
erend Gene Neely, a relative
newcomer to Ellensburg, has
this lmpresstQn: "I've had a
number ol people tell me, 'this
college ls sure changing our
town.' "
Hogue, a retired Ellensburg
school teacher, wbo as a young
boy slept in the stoker room
ol the normal school with his
brother and stoked the furnaces
at night, has viewed Ellensburg
and college public relations for
the past seventy.five years.
· "Since the establishment of
the college there have been petty
jealousies on the part of the
community," Hogue stated.

"The college is an important
economic factor and · the town
should be reminded of it,'' Hogue
stated.
"The college · wags the com·
munity and I wouldn't give ten
cents for the community without
it," he ~ded.
Father Peter Hagle, assistant
pastor at Ellensburg's St. ,An.
drews Catholic Church, ls assigned to a college town for the
first time. Father Hagle views

college are the lack ol thlnis
for the students to do outside
school, and the employment
problem faced by college students.
"Seventy.five per cent ol. the
stores' employees are college
associates - students and wives
of students. This is a heavy
dependence UPon college help,"
commented Inks.
·
Reverend Gene Neely, Assem.
bly at God pastor, who has been
in Ellensburg for a year and a
half, has the feeling that the die
has been cast and the people ot
Ellensburg don't want change.
Reverend Neely feels that, "Jf
it weren't for the college this
would really be a dead town
both economically and culturally."

this division.
Several Ellensburg residents,
picked at random, eave the fol·
lowing answers when asked about
the college-community relation·
ships.
c. s. Burns, a land surveyor,
and resident ot Ellensburg since
1918 cannot find anything wrong
with living in a college community.
"It's nice to have the young
ones around,'' he said.
In answer to the question ol
whether or not the college would
outgrow the community, Burns
replied, "I kind of doubt that."
Helen Barkley Anderson be·
.lieves that the college ls an
asset to the town and to the
valley.
"The college students in El·
lensburg are blamed for many
things they don't do, but there
are some real nuts at the col·
lege too," Mrs. Anderson com•
mented.
When asked if she thought the
community and college had a
harmonious relationship, Mrs.
Anderson replied, "Yes, I do,
because the businessmen in El·
lensburg have gone all out for
the college, and the college has
gone all out for the community."
Marvin Inks, manager of Safe.
way, chose to live in Ellensburg
because of the youth education '
available for his children.
"The students bring good into
the community and help· upgrade
the community,'' Inks said.
~o major division between the
college and community is seen
by Inks. He believes there is a
"good feeling" between the two.
Problems that Inks sees in the
community as the result a( the

In its early years the college's
relationship with the J.Jcal
male Populace was outstanding
because of the abnormal number
ot young ladies it transported
into the community.
"In fact, men were in such
· demand that the girls would
take the fellows out, all expenses paid. The local boys
were spolled mercllessly,"
Hogue recalls.

C. S. BURNS
nice to have students around

the college as being much more
congenial to the community than
vice versa.
"I'm excited about being in
a college town. The students
that I've been associated with
have been exceptional

FATHER HAGLE
inadequate facilities
Hagle said. Hagle enjoys his
association with · college stu.
dents.
In his association with the
town, Father Hagle has been
left with the impression that
the community doesn't fully re"
alize the value of the college.
"The community doesn't pr0o
vide adequate facilities for the
students' recreation,'' he stated.
Father Hagle does sense a division between the college and the
community and thinks that an
effort should be made to bridge

GLEN HOGUE
college wags community
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CWSC Faculty Grows In Quantity And Quality
By JOSEPH L. GROVE
Staff RePorter
As an educational institution
rrows, so must its faculty grow,
both in the quantity and quality.
In the seventyafive years ofCentral's existence, the faculty has
rrown from four instructors,

listed in the 1891-92 Normal
School Bulletin, to a faculty of
257, with approximately 40 per·
cent possessing doctorates.
What were the requirements to
serve onCentral'searlyfaculty?
The early bulletins put it this
.way: "The faculty is composed

Happy Anniversary
Weather Prediction
SNOW

CHECK!

e

We Have A Complete StQck
Of Quality Chains

~~

ALSO:

jj• Muffler & Tail Pipe
Inspection
•Lube & Oil
•Wash & Polish
_e Minor Tune Up
• Brake Service

Wil ''Bill'' SHREVE
CHEVRON SERVICE
8th & C Street

925-9216

of mature and experienced in·

requirement for future faculty
structor s, specialists in many members? According to Dr.
lines of work, whose wide and Mccann, dean of faculty, faculty
varied attainments and weights members are certainly encourof character give great force
aged to pursue a doctorate de·
to their influence upon stu- gree but, "to require all faculty
dents.''
members to hold the doctorate
degree would be detrimental to
CHANGE TOLD
This is quite a change from the college."
Some of Central's departCentral's present day faculty,
who, according to Dean Mccann, ments, such as philosophy, bi·
"are encouraged to pursue their ology, and history have afaculty
with almost 100 per cent doc·
doctorate degrees."
However, men who didn't spe. tor ates.
Well qualified professors are
cialize and work toward a doc·
torate were often quite versa.- difficult to find and accordini
me. For instance, in 1906, Ed· to Dr. Mccann the administrawin James Saunders, an instruc- tion has worked hard to put
tor at Central, taught physics, Central in a favorable light with
chemistry, geology, geography, faculty placement agencies.
New faculty members are
and astronomy.
John P. Munson, professor ol. hired according to the depart·
biological science, came toCen- mental needs and with depart.
tral in 1899, bringing with him mental recommendations. Very
the first Ph.D. to grace Cen- few members of the faculty are
tral's faculty. This was a rare hired directly by the administration.
degree for his time.
Is Central Washington State
Dr. Munson seems to have
started the race, and when Cen- College and its faculty ready
tral Washington State Normal for university status? Accord·
School became Central Washo 1ng to Dr. Mccann, some parts
ington College of Education in of the faculty are ready for
1937, the faculty consisted of university status and some
52 professors, six of them hold· aren't.
FLUID COLLEGE
ing Doctorates. Finally, when
the transition was made to a
"The college is in a very
state college in 1962, thefaculty fluid state and it has to grow.
consisted of 94 professors, 31 . To deny Central the possibility
of them ooldiJli doctorates.
d. becoming a university VlOuld
Today Central has a faculty
be di_sasterous for the fa4µIty
ol. 257 full time equivalents,
and the college,'' Dr. Mccann·
excluding those in air science,
stated.
library staff and teachers at
Hebeler Elementary School, with
40 per cent of them holding
doctorate deEtrees.
PhD. DEBATED .
Will the doctorate become a

"Centralps academic standing
is becoming more and more like
that of a university. However, it
must be realized that if Central
does become a university it will
be a particular kind of univer
sity. That is, it will be a small
university and not a research
institute such as the University
of Washington.
"As a normal school Central
performed many functions of a
college of education and as a
college of education Central per·
formed many of the functions of
a state college, in both instances
before receiving official promotion, and it will probably perform many of the functions of
a university before it officially
becomes one," Dr. Mccann
added.
_
In a continuing effort to keep
an aggressive faculty which
seeks new ways to improve
itself, Central's administration
allows the instructors complete
academic freedom in the classroom.
''We allow
instructor to
approach his subject in any way
that he sees fit," Dr. Mccann
stated.
0

an

In seventy.five years, Central
has progressed from a normal
school to a state college look·
· ing toward university status. The
evolution of Central has been the
responsibility of a faculty ever
seeking to improve itself in qual·
ity and quantity.

See the .NeYI ''Holiday Fashions"
from Ccltalina

Early .Faculty ·
Washington State Normal School faculty of 1893-94 is
pictured above. The gentleman at the lett is first president, Benjamin F. Barge. There was no controversy over
Possession of a Ph.D. in these early days. Possession
of a mere bachelor's degree was a rare feat.
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Kenneth Courson Views 34 Years At Central
Thirty.four years at Central
but he's not a professional stu.
dent; Kenneth Courson is now
business manager emeritus.
Courson came to Central as
business manager 34 years ago
when it was stillanormalschool
granting a two year diploma.
Courson had no intention of stay.
ing at Central for thirty.four
years but right after he came
the college started to expand;
McConnell Hall and Hebeler Elementary School were built.
"I could see that it was going
to be a challenging job for some
time to come," Courson said.
MANY YEARS SEEN
Courson served as business
manager all of his thirty -four
years at Central and when he
resigned this year the board
granted him the . title of Business Manager Emeritus.
The job of a business manager
is a big one. The manager is
responsible for all the business
operations of the college which
include purchasing, budgeting,
accounting, physical plant oper.
a tions and auxiliary services.
When Courson resigned, his of.
flee was handling approximately
seven million dollars a year.

"This amount increases annually," Courson said.
In his years at Central Courson viewed the transition from
a normal school to a four-year
degree-granting~inst1 tution and
the development of graduate programs as the most important
changes Central experienced.
SCHOLARS CALLED ASSET
Courson sees the scholars that
Central has produced as one of

KENNETH COURSON

its strongest assets. "One of
the ·measures of a school is
the scholars it produces and
Central has graduated manyfine
ones," Courson said.
What ·does a business mana.
ger do with his time when he
retires? Courson is the chairman of the Ellensburg Public
Housing Authority. Since resign.
ing he and his wife have en.
j ,.yed a leisurely vacation in
the warm climate of San An·
tonio, Texas, and a week in
San Franisco. They attended an
alumni seminar on "Frontiers
•)f Knowledge'' at his alma mater, Oregon State University in
Corvallis, in June. He now finds
time for that backlog of read.
ing that has piled up over the
years.
"So far I've enjoyed my re.
tirement," Courson said.
TRANSITIONS SEEN
Courson has seen the transi·
tion of Central from a small
college to a large one.
"When I came here, Central
had ari enrollment of three hundred students. When Central
reached a student body of one
thousand we were large enough
to off er a broad study program

Small Lady Leaves Big Imprint
Amanda· Hebeler is a woman
small in physical stature, but one
who has helped influence and
shape the lives of countless
students.
Although she retired in 1960,
Miss Hebeler still has an active interest in the college stu.
dent, and keeps abrea~t of the
new developments in education.
Miss Hebeler came to Ellens.
burg in 1924 as supervisor of
Edison Training School. In 1925
she began working with student
teachers.
Because· she felt that she was
not fully qualified to teach at
the Washington State Normal
School, Miss Hebeler left for
two and a half years study at
Columbia University. While
there she earned her BA and
MA degrees.
Upon her return to Washing.
ton, Miss Hebeler acted as director of the Edison School.
Miss Hebeler played an active
part in the planning of the College Elementary School built in
1938 .
''The College Elementary
School was designed to be func.
tional and flexible because it

was to be the center of many
campus functions," Miss Hebe.
ler said.
Miss Hebeler remained as di·
rector of the College Elementary

AMANDA HEBELER
School until 1956, when she became a full time instructor.
When asked to compare to.
day's college students with those
of earlier yea.rs, Miss Hebeler
replied, that college students
today are more aware of the importance of an education.

The notable distinction Miss
Hebeler made was that today's
students are more Willlng to go
on for more education. They are
not content Witl:t four yea.rs of.
college,
Miss Hebeler complimented
today's coed· when she said that
today's girls are more sophisticated. She attributed this to
the fact that it is no longer necessary for girls to finance their
own college education.
Coeds are allowed many more
freedoms today, according to
· Miss Hebel er, and she finds
many of these hard to accept.
Miss Hebeler feels that some
college people become remote
from the community in which
they teach. Miss Hebeler said
she tries to keep in close re.
lationship with the community.
She has been active in many
civic affairs. At present she
spends one afternoon each week
as a volunteer at the hospital.
As a reminder of the contri.
buttons Amanda Hebeler has
made to the college and the com.
muntty, the College Elementary
School was renamed in her honor
in 1963.
\

Happy Anniversary CWSC
We have enioyed
•
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you over
the years.
For That Special Touch
Call

Merry Christmas
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925-5558
FREE DELIVERY.

Ellensburg Floral-Shop
. Downtown Location-Next to the Post Office
3rd& Pearl

and stlll small enough for stu.
dents and faculty to enjoy know.
ing each other on a person to person basis. As the student body
grew I found myself losing contact with the students and confined more and more to my
office," Courson commented.
Courson was born in Des
Moines, Iowai raised on a farm
in Boise, Idaho, He is a graduate
of Oregon State University with

a degree in business administra.
tion. He worked in the business,
office there for three years be.
fore coming to Central.
He has two married daugh.
ters, one in Seattle and the other
in San Antonio, Texas, and four
grandchildren.
What does he see in the fu.
ture for Centra? Courson believes he will see Central grow
into another State University~
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President Brooks Looks to College Future
By MARK McKAY
STAFF WRITER
With 75 years of history to
its record, what Ues ahead for
Central Washington State College? Dr. James E. Brooks,
Central 's president looks ahead

'ftl;lQi
_Despite
fiendish torture
49ynamlc BIC Duo
writes first time,
_ every time!
Bic's rugged ·pair of
stick pens wins again
in unending war
, against ball-point
· ,· skip, clpg and smear.
. Deq>ite horrible
· punishment by mad
scientists, BIC still
wri~s--first time, every
.tilne. And no wonder.
'31~ "Pyamite" Ball
~e hardest metal
fua.de-1_encased in a
soil.a brass.nose cone.
not skip, clog
:dr smear no matter
what devilish abuse
iS devis_e d for them
br sadistic students.
' G-et-the dynamic
~f.. ·inc Duo at your
~pus store now.

and discusses the future.
Dr. Brooks took over as president of Central in 1961 when the
college had an enrollment of
2,266 .students, Since that time
the college has more than
doubled in size with the present
enrollment at 5,087
Dr. Brooks has · viewed the
growth of the college not only
as an administrator but also
as a student as he graduated from
Central in 1950.
WJSHES TOLD
"I wish that I had the privi·
lege of going to Central now,
instead , of in 1946-50. The col.
lege has advanced a great deal
since then," Dr. Brooks stated.
President Brooks anticipates
that enrollment will continue to
increase to 10,000 to 12,000
students by 1980, but the growth
rate will not be as rapid as
in the past five years.
''Vie are expecting a greater
percentage of juniors, seniors
and graduate students. This year
59 per cent of the students were
freshmen and sophomores. We
expect this to drop to 54 per.
cent in 1968 and 50 percent in
1970," Dr. Brooks reported.
COLLEGF.8 EXPAND
President Brooks believes that
by 1980 practicallyallof thepeo.
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ple from ages throe through the college program in the fu.
twenty wlll be . in school and ture. A college these days can.
that the community colleges will nc;>t have enough land, especially
take care of most of the 18
to 20 year old students. These
are freshmen and sophomores.
''In view of this we must plan
to change .ur curriculum to
place much more emphasis on
the junior, senior and graduate
programs," he continued.
As the students change so will
the faculty. ' ·' In the future we
must have a faculty that ts high·
ly qualified to offer more ad.
vanced programs. The present
faculty fills today's needs but
as we adv~nce and especially
as the graduate program develops we will need more well
qualified
professors," Dr.
Brooks pointed out.
PH. D. DISCUSSED
"I do not advocate that tho
doctorate be required for all
faculty. However, there should
be a high percentage of doctor.
ates on the faculty in order to
handle more adVa.nced work"
he emphasized.
·
'
President Brooks feels that the
faculty needs to be built with
future needs in mind and he
thinks that this is being carried out at present. "Our fac.
ulty must be good teachers and
a number of them should also
be able to contribute in com.
munlty service and research.
Students of the future mustknow
more about how to do, inter.
pret and apply research," he
added
CHANGES FORSEEN
There must also be a change
in .the physical plant of the col·
lege due to the increase of enrollment and the change in the
type of students that will be
present.
President Brooks points this
out. "Naturally we Will have to
build a physical plant to serve
more students, but we have to
design the buildings to comple.
ment a new type of student
body. We Will have to have
room for more library mater.
ials to provide for adequate in·
struction for upper division
classes and graduate students.
We may have to depart from the
conventional dormitories of . to.
day and supply more apartment
type ·structures for single stu.
dents and other housing units
to flt the needs of students in
more advanced courses."
In viewing the future of the
physical plant further Dr.
Brooks observed that the ac.
qutsitfon of land is very important. "The future administration
should not be tied down because·
of . lack of space. 1be acquiSl•
tion of land that we make now
may determine the extent of
. PRESIDENT BROOKS
if there ts a call for increased

enrollment."
WHAT COULD. HAVE BEEN
President Brooks believes that
the plannlng of the college his·
torlcally could have been better. ''The college planning has
not been conducted as .well as

it should have been: This has
not always been the fault of

college personnel; on many oc·
casions help was not g1 ven by
the state, and in fact at times
there was talk of closing the
college."
.
·
''The lack of resources and
personnel has hurt· the plan·
ning of the college. I don't be·
lieve that any college administration can say that they have
planned adequately for the fu.
ture." he said.
"We need to do more plan.
nlng for the future, as we have
not done as much as we needed
in the past few years. The Plan•
nlng must not only include the
physical plant, but the whole
college program," Dr. Brooks
continued.
EXPANSION DEBATED
He also discussed the question of whether the base of the
college curriculum needs to be
expanded more. "Right now we
provide education in the arts
and sCiences and professional
education through the master's
degree. Should this program be
expanded to include other areas
such as technology, social work,
applied sclence, education of ad·
ministrators, and so on? This ts
a question which must be an·
swered as we look toward the
future."
Dr. Brooks believes that as
the. college expands it will not
lose the personal touch. Since
there ls consideration of level·
ing off at about 12,000 students
there should still be a personal
feeling about the campus. Prest.
dent Brooks pointed out that the
size of the town of Ellensburg
has a lot to do with this.
ATMO>PHERE UNIQUE
''When you have a college
located in a town like Ellensburg you have an atmosphere
which cannot be reproduced in
a heavily populated urban area.
A great number of students llve
on or near our campus and al·
most all of the activities take
place here. The increase of students will not destroy the en·
vironment because of the col·
lege location, but instead wlll
help us to provide better facil·
ities and conditions for educa•
ti on," he predicted.
"There . ls no assurance that
any college, being small, has
a personal touch, good resouces,
or provides good education. We
hope to get the best results iD
a medium sJze institution," Dr.
Brooks continued.
"The main goal of the college
is the education of the students.
This ls What we try to keep
in mind at all times," accord·
Ing to President Brooks.
'lbe standards that the stu•
dents $et will also mean much
to the development of the college. ''There needs to be a full
campus plan for quality improve•
ment and this plan must also
encompass the student body.
"The standards the students set
for themselves Will have much
·to do wt.th our success," Dr.
Brooks commented.
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Registration Changes
Class cards were picked up
1D the dean's office where stu.
(jeats received their registra.
tion booklet. Then came a trip
to the advisers to work out a
schedule.
RegtstraUon in other years
at Central, consisted of a series
of nms from one building to
aaother, and paying one fee here
and anothei; somewhere else.

Pre.registration was upstairs
in what was the CUB. Before
students could register, the previous quarter's room and board
fees must have been paid. Also
to register, students must have
paid four weeks of the follow.
ing quarter's room and board
fee.
· Now, assembly line registra.
tion in Nicholson Pavilion has
eliminated the sight seeing.

BR.OTHERTON'S
BARGAIN ANNEX
Genuine Walnut Frame
Rotating Rockers

Barge Hall Library

This High Back
Swivels and Rocks
with Fabric Back
and Seat.
SPECIAL
NOW

There was a day when the library, and most everything else, was housed in Barge Hall. Until
1925, this llbrarysetupwaslocatedwheretheregistrar's office is now. A continuing program
of expansion has brought the library from these inauspicious beginnings with a 1,000 volume
library to the present collection of over 11,000 volumes. Even greater expansion is planned
for the immediate future.

s5995

·library Expansion Progresses
With New Books, larger Buildings
Central has requested of the
state legislature $3 million for
the expansion of the library
building and $343,000 for pur.
chasing new books next year,
according to George H~ Fadenrecht, library director.
"We hope, if approved, Bouil·
lon Library will be twice (or
more) the present size, thus
making 1t more conducive for
study, research, and instruction·
al services both at graduate and
recht said.
Backing the need for immedi·
ate expansion of the library,
F adenrecht said that the library
has only 560 seating places and
at one time there were 549 stu·
dents studying in the library.
Moreover, since the library was
built, the population of students
has doubled.

This Plastic
Seat and Back
Rotates and Rocks
Choice of Colon
SPECIAL
NOW
·
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OPEN AN ACCOUNT-MONTHS TO PAY

The Perfect Gift!
Fragrances and Colognes
from Ostrander Drug
Complete Lines Of

PRINCE MATCHABELU

"However, we are trying to
achieve some new goals as do
all other good libraries, and
so we have the traditional li·
brary section, closed library
circuit, audio-visual materials,
the curriculum library, an in·
structional materials production laboratory," F adenrecht
said.
F adenrecht added that the li·
brary had 11,876 volumes of
books as of June this year as
compared to 1,000 volumes in
1921, and said that he hoped that
by the end of this year $115, 756
will have been spent on books
as compared to $75,750 spent
last year and $ 949 in 1921.
"What's more, our book·
orders will have more than
doubled ff the legislature ap.
proves the $342,000 request,''
Fadenrecht :remarked. "Adding
to our worries is .the expanding

Plans For Union Enlargement
·Considered By Committee
The nine-member Union Ex·
pansion Committee met Thurs.
day Dec. 1 to consider plans
which may double the siZe of
the Uni,)n Building according
to App Legg, director oftheSUB.
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STOCKMAN'S SUPPLIES
CLARENCE HELGESON and JOE SCHWAB
4th and·Pine
925·5344

graduate programs on campus;
our library is not even suf.
ficient now for the undergradu·
ate studies," Fadenrecht added.
The history of the library on
campus goes back to when it
was contained in one room in
the administration building.
From there it was moved, in
1925, to the eastern corner of
social science building. Clifford
Wolfsehr,
assistant library
director, said that although the
Bouillon Library served the
campus from fall of 1961, it
was formally dedicated on October 26, 1963 and named in
honor of Victor J. Bouillon, who
was a local banker and chairman
of the board of trustees for more
than thirty years.
F adenrecht said that begin•
ning next fall library materials
will be checked out by an automatic data machine at the cir·
culation table.
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Across From Ad. lulldlttq

Legg said that the plans include
a two story addition on the north
side of the present SUB furnish·
ed with equipment and movable
furniture in order to meet the
needs of the expanding enroll·
ment of students.
Already the college has ap.
plied for funds from loans, both
private and government, and stu.
dents will be informed of the
progress step by step, said Legg.
The SUB was built in 1951
and named in honor of Dr. Emil
E. Samuelson, Professor of Edu.
cation, who was then Dean <1
Students.
"The SUB is actually two build.
ings: the college union and they
gym, which were joined in 1961," ·
said Dr. E.E. Samuelson.
Samuelson said the ballroom
wing, including the lounge and
the SGA offices, used to be a
gym, separate from the college
union. The SGA offices used to
serve as P .E. offices, while the
lounge was dressing rooms.
"Before we had the SUB, the
present ROTC buildin_g was used
as Union Butlding after the World
War II," said Samuelson.
The building was hauled from
the airport where it housed
World War II soldiers. A1ter·
the war it was brought on cam.
pus where it served as UDiOll
Building for . . ~bo~t 1,500 stu.
dents~ Samuelson,said.
··

.·'

Time Chimes Ring Out Curfew Hour;- Happy Diamond Annivers
Closing Changes As Years Pass By
By SANDI LAMB
Staff RePorter
"Oh, John, I'm sorry, so sorry, but look at the time. I've got
to get back to my room." The
chimes rang out seven times
as the girl and her beau hurried
· to beat the 7:15 study night
curfew.
Yes, that was how things were
at Central not so very long ago.
In the beginning, the curfew
times were set at 7:15 for Mon·
· day through Th\Ji'sday, and Sun·
day, and 10:15 for Friday and
Saturday ~hts. Today, as all
cwsc women "are gratefully
aware, the closing hours are
12 midnight and 2 a.m., week
nights and week-ends, . respect·
ively.
PERSONAL LIMITS
When Central first opened its
doors, as Washington State Nor·
mal School ot Ellensburg, all
students lived off campus in
private homes or quarters ar·
ranged by the school. Students
were usually under their own
time limits.
When Kamola, the fir st worn·
en's dorm, was built, the time
rules came into existence. Fol·
lowing Kamola, Sue Lombard
Hall was built for women, and
Munson for men. The second
men's dormitory was North Hall,
the first living place to be built
on the north campus.
Since the founding of the
school, men have been free to
come and go as they please, with
no restrictions on hours. Worn· ·
en's closing times, howe~er,
have remained with us, getting
progressively more lenienf with
the passing of time.

CW Bookstore
Purchased By
Student Bonds
Built by bonds which the stu.
dents of Central Washington College of Education bought, the
bookstore is a storeroom for
·material which is purchased by
a serve-yourself method. From
the weekly $14.25 each student
paid for room and board, $1
was deducted for bonds.
Started around 1935, the book.
store was originally located in
what was then the CUB. In May
of · 1955, the · present bookstore
was dedicated. ·

In 1939, and for a long time
after that, women could not be
out of their dorm after 10 p.m.
on week nights, and 12 midnight
on weekends. At that time there
was also a "lights out', rule at
10:30-.p.fu. and 12:30 a.m.
After World War II more and
more men, mostly GI's, began
to arrive at the college. Ac·
cording to Dr. E. E. Samuelson,
''We have never been able to
provide housing for men as rap.
idly as for women. In 1946 and
· '47 when so many of the GI's
arrived, some were housed in
the barracks out at the airport
for a year· or two. We have also
rented portions of the Antlers
and Vale Hotels downtown for
the men~'' He added that, to
provide additional temporary
housing, military pre-fabs were
brought here from Port Orchard
shortly after the war.
OLDIES STILL USED
Today, nearly twenty years
later, tro pre-fabs, Monroe,
Montgomery, Alford, and Car·
mody, are stlll in existence,
although some are used for of··
fices instead ot housing.
By 1959 the women, juniors
and seniors only, were allowed
more freedom. They could then
stay out until 10:15 p·.m. on
study nights and 11 p.m. on
Sundays. The , most radical
change was that they could stay
out until 1 a.m. on Friday and
Saturday nights. The under·
classmen were required to be
in the ·dorm after 8 p.m. on all
study nights.
By the 1963·64 school year,
all ·women were allowed to stay
out until 10:15 p,m. on school
nights and 11 p.m. on Sunday.
The junior and senior women
were then given the privile~e
of staying out until 2 a.m.,
while the underclassmen still
had to be in by 1:00 a.m.

THE.

HOURS CHANGE
The dramatic change for which
all CWSC students seem thank·
ful was initiated in 1964-65.
The present hours were then
established.
It was at this time, also,
that the dorms be11tan to grant
key privileges to those girls
who had reached junior stand·
ing or age 21.
. Although curfew regulations
have
become progressively
more lenient, otf campus housing has remained quite strict
in its regulations. Only those
students who are juniors, 21,
or need to work for board and
room are allowed to live off
campus. Exceptions are sometimes made in extreme in·
stances, particularly in the case
ot men, since housing for them
is more difficult to come by
in ·the dorms.
Time has brought the exten.
sion of freedom to Central women over the years. Such free•
dom is but one of the many
progressive changes shown in
the varied history of CWSC ..

Make Your Stake Now.
4 years of rent receipts or 4 years of equity
saving. Your payment could be as low as
rent.
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Plaza .Record Shop
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. 510 NORTH RUBY
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·Enrollments Up
In 75 years, Central Washing·
ton State College has establlSh·
ed itself as the second largest
atate college in the state of
Washington.
Beg1nn1ng in 1891
th an enrollment of 86 students. Central
bas grown steadily to an en.
rollment of over 5,000.
A comparison of this growth
with two other state colleges
that were begun in the l 890's,
Eastern Washington State, in
Cheney, and Western Washing.
ton State, in Bellingham, shows
that all three schools have been
very close in growth from their
early years to the present.
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Union Protest

HOME DraLIVERY

VITAMILK
DAIRY
BE INDEPENDENT
BUY INDEPENDENT
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OR 925-5728
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Central students were on the march in quest of a student union building in 1947. Students
drew signs, got together, and marched through Ellensburg chanting "We want itl We'll
get itl We want itl We'll get it!" Although the drive netted only about $2,000 in donations,
the barracks that is now the AROTC headquarters was provided for a temporary student
club as a pacification measure.

Student Rights Long Debated
By DOUG MORGAN
· News Editor
In 1925, student rights were being debated
on campus much as they are in 1966.
Student rights debates were rather limited
if the editorial appearing in the January 20,
1926 issue of "The Student Opinion" is any
indication. According to this editorial, "The
dean of men at the University of Washington
recently made the statement that American
college and university students must be policed
if they are to be educated."
Student rights was getting a little out of hand
if this statement is correct.
ATHLETICS FORCED
In the same editorial the writer complained
because he felt that the collegiate athletic
system was being forced on the students.
Quite a different situation from what we face
today. The students seem to be fighting more
for their right to have more athletics rather
than trying to cut down on them.
A third contrast in student rights was found
in the January 20, 1966 editorial The editorial
mentioned that the deans of the school enforced
study hours rather rigidly. Students are now
left on their own more to see that their studying
gets done.
Student opinion on enthusiasm shown at
athletic events hasn't changed since 1926.
In the November 10, 1926 issue of "The Student
Opinion," the editorial complains about the
lack of student support shown for the team

by the students. From talking to various
students at CWSC now, this editorial could
be put in the present CRIER and no one
could tell that it was from such an old
issue of the student paper.
The editorial in the student newspaper (it
became the CAMPUS CRIER on November 8,
1927) on October 12, 1950, was a call for
students to exert their freedom and rights.
Students were called on to support the Cru·
sade for Freedom, which was an organiza.
tion sweeping the college campuses of America. The purpose was to combat communism
with psychol~ical warfare.
CLASS OPTIONAL
''Students don't · have to go to class, '' Dr.
E. E. Samuelson in the December 11, 1959
issue of the CRIER, said. He was saying
that it ls the right of the student to choose
to go or not to go to class. He said that the
student is the one who will be hurt by not
attending classes and so it would be to his
benefit to attend.
-"Student rights today at CWSC seem to be
greater all the time, according to some
students. Looking back at the past years,
it appears that many of the same problems
were present in years gone by as those problems th~ are confronting us now. Lack of
school spirit was an issue in the past and
the issue has come up again recently.

CONGRATULATIONS CWSC
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Army Air Corps Cadets were poured into the Central
campus tor a short period during the war. Detachments
of as many as 400 men were flown in to take a •cram'
course in basic reading, math, and history. Cadets
marched back and forth to class, singing cadence.

Student Paper
Sees Changes
In Name, Role
Known ass tudent Opinion, Central's first newspaper was pub.
llshed December 11, 1915 and
distributed bi-weekly. Yearly
subscription was sixty cents for
the paper which contained a var.
iety of jokes, society news, pic.
tures, and advertising.
It was the staff's goal then to
publish a paper "in the inter.
est of Washington State Normal
School and its students!'
Differing from the editorial
staff of today, the editors then
headed such departments as society and Y.M .c .A., assembly,
hall news, and training school.
For many issues, there was no
sports editor.
Advertisements boasted Such
merchants as dry good store
owners, and bakeries selllng a
can of salmon loaf for 15 cents.
At the bottom of the pages, the
staff had printed, "Patronize
our advertisers, they will treat
you right."
_In 1928, Student Opinion was
changed to its present name,
the CAMPUS CRIER, and the
office was located on the fourth
floor of the administration build-

HAPPY ANNIVERSARY
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When You Must Keep Alert

Honey Dipped

When you can't afford to be drowsy,
inattentive, or anything less than a//
there . .. here's how to stay on top.
VERV Continuous Action Alertness
Capsules deliver the awakeness of
two cups of coffee, stretched out
up to six hours. Safe
and non-habit-forming.
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ing.

Through the years, the size

HAPPY ANNIVERSARY CWSC

of the staff and the paper it-

self has fluctuated greatly.
starting out With eight staff mem.
bers, it now has 27, and the
office has shifted from the Ad·
ministration building to the second floor of the SUB.
Culminating its 50 years of
service, the CRIER reached its
long sought goal in 1966 when
1t was given All American honor rating by the Associated Col·
legiate Press.

JOHNSON'S SALES & SERVICE
WE SERVICE ALL MAKES
410N.MAIN

925-827l

FIDELITY UNION LIFE
INSURANCE CO.
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HONDA SUPE9' 90, (90cc). A sleek sports machine for _riders who prefer a lightweight. The,

Honda Super 90 produces a remarkable 8 BHP @ 9,500 rpm, yet weighs in at only 176 lbs·
Powerful, sure, agile, the Super. 90 is capable of speeds up to 65 mph, boasts the ·traditional ·
Honda four-stroke engine design; overhead camshaft and precision carburetion for maximum
speed and. overall performance. Feather-light clutch, telescopic front forks and perfect balance.

Pa9 e 11 ··

.CAMPUS CRIER, Friday, December 9, 1966

Historical Development of Campus Physical
By MARK McKAY
Staff RePorter
As Central grew thro\lih the
ftrst three-fourths al a century,
the physical education depar.t·
ment became an important pa.rt
~ the overall college program.
It all dates back to 1891 when
tlle college was known as Ellensburg Normal. The first gymnasium was in what is presently
Baree Hall, or the administra
tiOn building, and is now used
as an art classroom.
The first athletic field was
the training school field where
Hebeler Elementary School ls
presently located. Later, ath·
letic teams played on the old
Tomlinson Field at the present
location of Black Hall at the
Ellensburg Rodeo grounds and
at the new Tomlinson Field on
North Campus.
0

DEFINITION GIVEN
A definition for physical edu·
cation in 1916 was: "This de·
part ment is maintained to fur.

nlsh a normal course in physical education, to promote the
health, grace, endurance and
coordination of the students and
induce better habits of living."
-1916 Kooltuo Yearbook.
The type of women':; gymnas.
ium uniform required then was
black serge, pleated bloomers,
all white middy blouses, and
black elkskin soled gymnasium
shoes.
Intramurals were then an im·
partant part of the physical edu·
cation program, as they are now.
Intramural sports includingbox·
ing, fencing, football, basketball,
baseball, soccer, along with
others.
DEPARTMENT DIVIDED
According to A. H. Poffenroth, chairman of Central's
physical education department,
the department today is made
up of four categories which in°
elude physical education, intra·
murals, co-recreation health and
athletics.

Activity Class in Ballroom
The Roffler
/

Sculptur-Kut
Technique
Appointments
925-5141

Licari's Barber Shop

SWEATERS
The Perfect Gift

IREIOR

The above scene is a physical education activity class in the present Samuelson Union Building
Ballroom. This section of the SUB was built in 1928 and was the school's gymnasium for
athletic events. In 1937 it was added onto to include activity and locker-rooms. In 1951
the snack bar, Cage, and student activity and publications offices were added. The building
was remodeled in 1961 changing the gym into the ballroom and the locker-room to the
student lounges and offices were added upstairs.

"The physical education aspect is to develop -physical fitness
and to develop skills for future use in leisure time activities,"
he commented.
Presently, there are 291 physical education majors and 203
minors. Also there are 37 recreation majors and 47 minors
and 28 students minoring in health for a total of 606 students.
There are 4,448 students taking activity courses at Central
this quarter.
EXTRACURRICULARS BENEFICIAL
"Intramurals contribute to campus activity programs and provide
the opportunity to use the skills gained through the regular physical
education programo Co-recreation provides personal leisure time
activities without stress on competition," Poffenroth said.
Nicholson Pavilion is open on Saturday and Sunday for students
interested in Co-Rec. The program , consists of any activity in
which a student wishes to take part. These include basketball,
volleyball, archery, weightlifting, swimming, badminton and tumbling.
"Athletics prepare highly skilled individuals and teams for
public performance of those physical activities which are tradi·
tional components of American culture," Poffenroth added.
ATHLETICS TRADITIONAL
Athletics have been a tradition throughout Central' s long history.
Since the first football team took the field about 1905 and the
first basketball team about H~O-~ , the school ha~ had a very
illustrious history in athletics.
In the early years it was rather difficult to pick a football
team from an enrollment of only 20 male students so the college
joined with Ellensburg High School to field a team.
The first year Central did not fare too well against its OP•
panents-a 0·3·1 record. But since that time the Wildcats have
had a 'history of winning, compiling a record of 173 victories,
139 defeats and 18 ties winning three Winco and four Evergreen
Conference Championships.
In its 75 year history, Central went undefeated four times in
football. In 1926 the Wildcats rolled to a 7 -0 record with Harold
Quigley as coach. In 1930 Roy Sandburg . guided the team to a
6°0· 1 mark and Leo Nicholson kept the string going in 1931

DESIGN CONSULTANT

HARDY~ms

if(uirkrrbnrkrr
~1llbn'11

A FINE GARMENT
STYLED FOR ACTION

g,llnp

Intramural Boxing
Students participated ln intramural sports such as boxing
which ls shown here in one al the upstairs activity rooms
of the SUB before it was remodeled in 1961. Participation in intramural sports ls stressed on campus to keep
active as not everyone is able to compete in intercollegiate
athletics.

BOB OSGOOD
An All-American guard for the
Wildcats in 1948, Osgood was
one of the outstanding f ootba.11
players in the old Winco Con.
f erence and also the present
Evergreen Conference. Osgood,
in 1948 was awarded the Wil·
Hamson Trophy, for being the
nations most valuable Little Au:
American football player, the
.highest award a small-college
football player could receive.
with a 7-0 record. The ~cats
last undefeated season came un.
der the direction of Mel Thomp.
son in 1963 when Central was
9-0 and won the Evco Champ.
ionship.
ENVIOUS RECORD COMPILED
The basketball team has been
even more prosperous through
the years. A record of ~60 vic.tories and 390 defeats has been
attained.
Leo Nicholson stands out as
the winningest basketball coach.
At the helm of the Wildcats for
34 years, his teams compiled
a 505-270 record. Nicholson
was elected to the National Association of Intercollegiate Athletics Hall of Fame and was
also president of the Associa·
tion.
The basketball team played in
the old gymnasium in Barge
Hall and in 1937 moved to the
Student Association Building
which had a basketball court.
In 1960 the Wildcats moved into
their present home, Nicholson
Pavilion, dedicated to honor
Coach Nicholson.
_The Wildcats h,ave had two
undefeated seasons in basketball. In 1930, Nicholson's first
year as coach, the team had a
15·0 record and in a short 1933
season a 4-0 mark.
(cont'd. on page 19)
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Education and Athletic Programs Presented
(cont'd. from page 18)
Two other years also stand out.
In 1930 with Sandburg as coach,
the 'Cats were 25·1 and in 1947
with Nicholson at the helm, 20·2.
SPRING SPORTS VARIED
The baseball program began
to develop in 1947 when Central
had its first baseball team after
18 years without one. That year
the ' Cats had a ·record of 5·12,
being directed by coach Arnold
Faust. In the years 1949 arid
1950 the Wildcats won the Evergreen Conference Championship
with .F aust at the helm. It repeated again in 1956 when War·
ren Tappin was coach.
The year 1916 was the be·
ginning of a tennis program on
the Central ca·mpus, but there
was a lack of intercollegiate
activity and the teams were usuo
ally organized among campus
clubs. The tennis program, after
a number of building years, won
six straight Winco titles from
1935-1942 and since then have
won three Evergreen Conferenc~
Championships, the last in 1965
with Dean Nicholson as coach.
Track, a strong sport for the
Wildcats in recent years, came
to life in 1930 when the Wild·
cats won the Winco champion..
ship. Central picked up Winco
track titles in 1942, 1943 and
1946. Central won its first Ev·
ergreen Conference championship in 1962 under the leader
ship of Adrian Beamer and won
four straight since that time
with Art Hutton as coach the
past three years.
Golf was also an early campus
sport in which Central has not
won an Evergreen Conference
championship. The 'Cats have
had one individual conference
champion and that was Pete
Pitzer in 1966.
0

L .G. CARMODY

Halfback Carmody was one of
the Wildcats' outstanding foot.
ball players in 1946. Carmody
was one of few small college
players ever selected to play
in the annual East-West Shrine
football game. Carmody was also
a regular on the basketball squad
at the center position.

Malella received the honor three
years from 1964-1966 and Jett
Tinius in 1964 and 1966. Skip
Labsch was an All-American
in 1965 and Mark Morrill in 1966.
WOMEN'S ATHLETICS
Women's athletics developed
early on campus with its first
basketball teams in 1895. In
1906 the women defeated Roslyn
6-0, but found it difficult to
find outside competition and
mainly organized on-campus
teams.
The women's teams died out
for a while and in the past ten
years have begun to bounce back,
mainly with the help of Dorothy
Purser, assistant professor of
physical education.
Miss Purser is the coach of
the women's field hockey and
basketball teams and guided
them to very successful seasons
last year, winning the Pacific
Northwest Regional Basketball
title and going to the nationals
in Gullup, New Mexico.
One of the outstanding women
athletes has been Cathy Bene·
detto.
·-

NEW SPORTS INITIATED
Two "new" sports on campus, wrestling and swimming, have
done exceptionally well in their young careers.
The first intercollegiate wrestling. program was introduced to
Central in 1949 by R. A. Hall, but died down until 1960 when
Eric Beardsley, the present coach, revived the program.
Beardsley, in six seasons, has compiled a record of 49-24·2,
winning the mythical state title each year and the NAIA Dis·
trict I and II titles once and placing third in the NAIA national
meet last year. The Wildcats have had two All-American wrest·
lers in this short span of time and they were both last year.
Dennis Warren and Lamoin Merkley won the honor.
The varsity swimming program was organiZed in
1960 with only three scheduled meets. In 1961 and 1962 tlie
Wildcats compiled a record of 3-12 and finished second in the
conference in 1962. In 1963 Tom Anderson took over as head
coach and since that time has compiled a record of 41·7, winning
two conference championships and placing third and seventh in
the NAIA Nationals.
INDIVIDUAL STANDOUTS
Central has had its '1'eat individual stars through the years.
Frank and Stanley Wilson, both starring in football and basket·
ball around 1906. Allen Goodman was Central's first Little All·
American football player in 1939. L. G. Carmody was the first
small college player to be selected to play in the annual East·
West Shrine football classic in 1946.
In 1948 Bob Osgood won All-American football honors and was
awarded the Williamson Trophy for being voted the nation's
most valuable small college player.
.
Dean Nicholson, the Wildcats' present basketball coack, played
ball for his dad, Leo, in 1947, 1948, and 1950 and was selected
to the conference all-star te~ at guard each of those years.
Eric Beardsley, present wrestling coach at Central, won the
conference javelin and pole vault championships in 1950 and
was also an outstanding halfback on the football team.
Corkey Bridges, admissions officer ·at Central, was twice
named All-American halfback in 1957 and 1958. Central's last
All-American football player, Bill Betcher, received the award
in 1961.
.
Central also has had All-Americans in swimming. Gerry

·H appy75th
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• Pianos and Organs
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• Hi Fi Stereos
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~
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)
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Thomas
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200 N. Pine
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Phone 925-2671
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11 a.m. -

9 p.m. Seven Days

Student Special
King Size Hamburgers,
Fries, Shake

-

79 4
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Monday Night Special

Top Sirloin .. ...... ... ... .. ...... : .... .. ... . ~ ... .... .$.9
Children's Portion . .. .
. ..4
Includes Baked or French Fried Potatoes, Roll a
Butter

Dorothy McCullough Music
Third and Pine

Demo Sale

1904 Basketball
The 1904 basketball team, one of the first to be organized at
Central, saw limited action due to the lack of participants.
The team consisted of (back row, 1-r) Eddington and F. F.
Wilson; (front row) Rader, Atwood, and F. c. Wilson.
The first basketball games were played in the gym
·1ocated on the first floor of Barge ·Hall where the art
room and campus data processing center are presently
located.

LEO NICHOLSON

Leo Nicholson guided the Wildcats in basketball, foot00.11,
track, tennis and golf at one
point during his 34 years as
coach, athletic director and faculty member at Central. Nicholson had an enviable record in
basketball with 505 wins and
270 defeats, and was honored
with the dedication of Nicholson
Favilion in 1960.

·

5 tlll 9 p.m.
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Central Expands Acreage To 130
By MARK McKAY
Staff RePorter
Have you ever thought of what
it would have been like to go
to college 75 years ago? A
step back in time will allow us
to visualize what the college

campus looked like in 1891.
In the first yea.rs of Washing.
ton State Normal School the
college was housed in the Wash·
ington Public School Building.
In 1893 the first college build.
ing was built on Eighth Street.

See
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KITCHENS-TV
SINGLES & DOUBLES
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This was the administration
building and was later named
Barge Hall. At this time the
college was located ln a one.
block area.
Since that time the campus
has expanded from a one-block
tract to 130 acres which con.
tains 48 major buildings and
25 residence halls.
The campus siZe doubled in
1903 with the purchase of the
block directly in back at the
Normal Hall.
. EDISON BUILT
Four years later a training
school building was construct.
ed. Before then the training
school was located in the Washing Public School building. The
new building was named Edison
Hall.
In 1911 the Ca.mpus boundary
was moved to include the next
block east and Kamola Hall was
built.
In 1917 the legislature grant.
ed the college funds to construct
a new heating plant at about
the same location as the pres.
ent plant south of Eighth Ave·
nue.
The first residence for the
president and his family was
purchased in 1919. The house
next to the heating plant was
used until 1947 when 1t was
sold to provide space for a
new heating plant.
LIBRARY IS BARGE
During the early years library
facillties were housed on the
first floor of Barge Hall. The
new library (later named Smy.
ser Hall) was completed in 1925.
The art department and part
of the home ~conomics depart.
ment replaced the library in
Barge Hall. Smyser Hall was
remodeled into classr<;>oms and
offices in 1961 for the social
science department. It was
name in honor of Seldon Smy;
ser, professor of social science
who had also served as acting
president.
The need for a gymnasium and
recreation center became a real..
i ty in 192 8 when the Student
Association Building was com~
pleted. Two dormitories, Mun.
son Hall and Sue Lombard Hall,
were also added at this time.
As the college enrollment in·
creased, there was a growing
need for more classrooms, and
in 1929 the classroom building
(later named in honor of Dr.
Reginald Shaw, professor of ge.
· ography was completed.
McConnell Auditorium, named
in honor of President-emeritus

For Your Entertainment

The Danny Ward Trio

Robert E. McConnell in 1963,
was completed in 1937alongwith
science and industrial ·arts
rooms in the northern part of .
the building.
CES NAMED
In.1938 ground was broken for
the College Elementary School.
The building was named to honor
Miss Amanda K. Hebeler, wh!>
served as its director for 28
years, in 1963.
A new science hall was built
on the east end of the campus
in 1941 and was named in honor
of Dr. Edmund Lind, chairman
of the science department.
Campus expansion north al. the
railroad tracks came after the
end of World War II when new
dormitories were built or moved
in to house returning veterans.
In 1959 a new physical education building was completed.
The pavilion was dedicated in
1960 in honor ot longtime bas·
ketball coach and athletic direc.
tor, Leo S . Nicholson.
When the new pavilion was
completed the old gymnasium
in the Student Union Building
was remodeled into a ballroom.
In 1964 the union building was
named in honor of Dr. E. E.
Samuelson, who had been dean
-of students.
BLACK NAMED
The new education and psy.
chology building, built in 1958
was named Black Hall, honor.
ing former ·college president,
George H. Black.
A conference center built the
same year was dedicated as
Grupe Conference Center after
Mary Grupe, an early researcher in experimental psychology.
In April, 1960 ground was
broken for the new library building which was named Victor
J. Bouillon Library to honor
the former chairman of the
Board of Trustees.
In 1964 the new and modern
music building was built. The
center for the music department
was dedicated in honor of Dr.
Wayne Hertz, chairman of the
department of music.
With the passage of Refer.
endum 15, the college will con.
tinue to expand. The referendum
provides Central with $4 million
for a new fine and applied arts
complex, a language and liter.
ature building and money for
land acquisition.
Due to the cancellation of the
December 6 selective service
talk, Captain Chester Chastek
will give l)is speech on Jan.
uary 20, 1967.
· Captain Chastek's speech will
be titled "The Selective Ser.
vice System-How It Operates."
Following the speech will be
a question period.

Gfo\Nth· N~oted
CWS Seeks
Name Change ·
Originating in Barge Hall as
Washington State Normal School
in 1891, Central is now on its
way to becoming a state uni·
versity.
Although there is still more
emphasis on the teacher education program than the arts and
sciences program, as shown by
the 60 to 40 ratio· at 1965,
there has been a big change
from the 100 per cent teacher
education program at 1891.
Central's first year boasted
86 students and four faculty.
· This year, the 5,000 enrollment
mark was surpassed for the
first time.
In 1894 the ratio of men to
women was about 1 to 4, as com·
. pared to the 5 to 4 ratio at
the 1965-66 school year.
Entrance requirements have
changed quite drastically in the
past 75 years. In the beginning,
minimum age for girls was 15,
for boys 16, according to one of
the first catalogues. If aperson
passed an exam given by the
county superintendent, be would
receive a teaching certificate,
then be allowed to enter Central.

Editor's note:
Contributing staffers have
been so enthusiastic about this
issue that many stories were
excluded for lack of space. The
'Crier' will make supplemental
historical presentations in later
issues during this 75th anniver·
sary.
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New Executive Vice-President
Austin Cooper Assumes Duties
Austin Cooper, newly aPPoint·
ed SGA executive vice-president,
assumed official duties last
week.
Cooper listed three essential
duties that he feels are Im·
Portant for ' the vice-president
to carry out.
First, the executive vice-president must be chairman ol. the
legislative meetings at SGA. He
must be prepared to take over
the duties of the SG A president U the president ts unable
to carry out .~he duties.
Second, he ts in charge ol.
the SGA speaker program. This
ts a threefold program. There
are SGA speakers to be select·
ed; the Political affairs com·
mission ts under the vtce ..presi·
dent's direction; and Curbstone
ts also coordinated by him.
Third, he must work with the
other executives to make SGA
an efficient and effective stu•
dent organization in all areas
of campus life, Cooper said.
Cooper said that he wants to
pick up and start programs that
were put~ until the apPointment
at the executive vice-president.
"Cooper was appointed vice.
president because he has been

very helpful in SGA as execu- . the beginning Ot Fall Quarter
tive .c oordinator since the middle to take part of my load. He
of last summer," John Kinsey, is fam111ar with many of the
duties of the office and thereSGA president said.
''He assumed some of the fore was the most logical choice
duties of the vice-president at for the Position,'' Kinsey added.

French Club Presents Play
The French Club, Le Ctrcle
Parisien, recently presented a
dramatic reading of the French
play "Huls Clos" (No Exit).
The play, under the direction
ol. Jacques J. Wachs, assistant
professor of foreign languages,
was preceded by an English
resume, and followed by a sem·
inar discussion. The guest
speaker was Professor Webster
F. Hood of the philosophy de·
partment.
Playing the role of Garcin was
Jacques J. Wachs. Cookie Stan·
ley act~d as Ines, Lena Farrell,
as Estelle, and Pat Savage as
Le Garcon.
"No Exit" is the dramatic ac·
count of a mental crisis of con·
sciousness: "Who am I? What
am I? How do the deeds ol. a
man's Ute relate to bis being?"

In this play, Sartre takes the
reader directly into hell and
shows him three souls engaged
in a struggle for freedom. They
have the choice to emerge it
they wish, but in the end they
decide to stay in Hell for all
eternity. They find, as Sartre
says, "Only the dead are free."
Man is trapped, according to
the author of the drama, in a
concrete world from which there
is "no exit." He feels that
only by an act at conversion can
a person change the conditions
at bis life so that his deeds
can become utterly individual.
In the play the viewer sees,
as Garcin and Estelle and Ines
do not, that the door of hell
stands permanently open and
that the tragedy at havilli "no
exit'' is not ours unless we
choose to let it be so.

Costigan Heads CWS Teach In Trio
(Cont'd from page 1)
sufficiently informed about our
policy in Viet Nam, they would
have voted for more peace canclidates."
He stated several ways of get.
ting out atVietNam. Theywere,
complete withdrawal with cer·
catn qualUications, a bombing
phase, and turning the matter
over to the United Nations.
''We say out at one side of
our mouths that we support and
believe in the U .N., and out of
the other side we continue to
try to justity our being in Viet
Nam," he said.
Dr. Costigan' s talk was en.
titled, "The Alternative to Our
Present Polley, Not Only to
Viet Nam, but also to China."
At the present Costigan feels
that the U.S. is being condemned
by the majority of the people
in the world.
"Whenever you find a strong
power attacking a we aker or
small country, the smaller coun..
try gains sympathy,'' he stated.
He added that sympathy

wouldn't be seen in American
tlewspapers.
He also stated three other
issues of the war as seen by
peoples at the world. They are
"one, that the great majority at
the world ls colored, and that
many have seen the war as
white superiority against the
colored; two, that the greater
part of the world has revolted
against the type of power we
support in Vietnam; and thr ee,
that Marshal Ky stated his greatest hero is Adolf Hitler and
this -has caused great appre•
tiension among peoples of Eu
rope."
Costigan also · stated, "I think
U Thant has the greatest fol
lowing in the world · when he
calls i>eople to listen."
0

0

Costigan feels that we should
follow U Thant's alternatives to
the war, such as, suspending
the bombing of the North and
accepting a cease-fire.
"I think the reason why we
don't get to the conference table
is because people don't think ·

peace with runs in theirbacks,''
Costigan said.
The alternatives to China were
also stated by Costigan. "Sup.
pose peace is achieved in Viet
·Nam; what should our policy be
with China? There would be
danger of Chinese domination
in Southeast Asia and how could
China be contained? First pr0e
mote nationalism in all coun°
tries there and then pour great
sums of money and aid, both
economic and social, into those
countries," he said.
.
Costigan completed his talk
by stating, "I will vote for
whoever has a plan for peace,
regardless of whether he ls
Democrat or Republican, as Ei·
senhower did in the Korean
war."

POverty QueStioned
Money by itself will never
solve the poverty problem. The
people will have to put up the
first commitment, and from
there on move with what they've
got to help themselves.
This was the feeling expressed
by Arthur Fletcher, director of
"Higher Horizons," and presi·
dent of the ''self-help Poverty
program" of Pasco, Washing·
ton, as he spoke to the members ot. ·the Young Democrats
Club last week.
Fletcher was sent to Pasco
in 1964 to help the Poverty
stricken area at East Pasco.
He was put in charge of the
labor · department
program
known as the "Higher Horizon
Program." "This program is
a man-power development program at experiment .and demon·
stration. It is aimed at the un·
employed in order to get them
the benefits at improving their
way of lite," Fletcher said.
He went on to say the program
was open to all persons below
the eighth grade. The program
included 20 weeks at basic edu·
cation and an additional 20 to
30 weeks at special training.
We then placed the people on
jobs to which they were special·
ly trained.
"The success d. this program
compared to other Poverty programs was due to the 'reach..
out' program/' Fletcher continued.
This included going out to the
people and bringing them to us
instead at just sitting around
waiting for them to come in
for help.
Although this program was
one at the most successful programs in the nation, Fletcher
felt unsatisfied.

"The people felt that it wasn't
their program, that it was placed.
upon them and that they wanted
to do something for themselves,
instead of having others do it
for them," Fletcher said.
This brought about the establishment of the second phase
at this poverty program. It is
the "self·help" program. Any
help given was to show recipients how to help themselves.
The program organized the PoV•
erty area into a group incor·
porate, and help them in establishing businesses, and teaching
them the necessities at manag·
ing and accounting.
''It has proven to be the most
unique approach of this kind in
the United States and they plan
to help organize 'self·help' pro..
grams all around the Northwest
area,'' Fletcher said.
Fletcher finished up by saying,
the experience learned will
change a person in stature more
than just education.
"As a result of these programs, we, the Negro, will get
more and more freedom, freedom at choice of where to live
and what to do for a living,"
he concluded.

Applications Accepted
Degree applications wm be
accepted for Winter Quarter
from today until January 13 at
the office at the registrar.
An effort will be made to com·
plete the final check on those
awlications submitted prior to
December 1 so that students will
know at any last minute detlcien.
cies before Winter Quarter
registration, Registrar Enos Un·
derwood announced this week.

Grace Episcopal Church
12th and B Street

SERVICES: , Sunday 8:00 a.m. and 10:00 a.m.
__, Wednesdays 6:45 a.m.
Holy Communion with
Student Breakfast following

THE REV. BRIAN F. NURDING, Rector
OFFICE: 962-2951
RECTORY: 9.6 2-7557
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ildcats Find Own Record Difficult To Beat
By GREG BOL VI
Sports Edi tor
What do you do for an encore
after you have taken your baS·
ketball team back to the national ·
MAIA small college champion·
· ships two years in a row? That
w ill · be the question confronting
CWSC head coach Dean Nichol·
son, and believe me, he will
find a way to top his previous
efforts .
Coach Nicholson, in his thir d
year at the helm of the Wild·
cat hoop~ters, has compile~ an
awesome 41-14 won-loss record,

including back to backNAIA Dis • .
trict One titles two yea.rs in
a row, and winning the Ever·
green Conference championship_
his initial· year as head coach.
Central has gotten off to a
flying start this year . In their
first contest, Ed Rogel and Jim
Belmondo each threw in 17 points
to lead the 'Cats past Chico
State 83-56.
With big Mel Cox hitting the
hoop for 24 tallies, the Wild·
cats held off a late surge by
P LU and went on to down the
Knights 89°83 last Saturday at

BODY
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entral Washington
Auto Repair
o OON.Main
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Nicholson Pavilion.
FIRST FIVE NAMED
The starting five for the Wild·
cats includes forward Ed Ro·
gel, 6'3lh" sophomore trans.
fer trom ·the University of Wash·
ington. Rogel played his high
school basketball at Olympia.
Holding down the other forward
position is sophomre letter.
winner Glenn Smick, who hails
from Endicott. Smick stands
6'4" in his tennis shoes.
All-American candidate Mel
Cox is the center. The burly
6'5" senior, who was on the
E:vergreen Conference andNAIA
District One first teams, is back
again to try for national honors.
Cox was an honorable mention
selection for an All American
award last season.
At one guard is 6'0" senior
Dan Bass . Bass, who played his
prep ball at Issaquah, is very
quick, both on offense, and on
defense.
6' 1" junior Jim Belmondo from Renton is the guy who
oper ates the remaining guard
slot.
Belmondo, nicknamed
"Chopper" because of his ag.
gressive tactics on defense, is
adapt at stealing balls and running the team on the floor.
Front line subs include 6'6"
Wayne Worby, from Yakima Val·
ley College, who figures to be
the man to come off the bench
should Nicholson need some help
up front, and Dave Allen, a
real hustling 5'11" freshman
guard who has been opera ting on
the first team on a part-time
basis. Allen graduated from Da.
vis High School in Yakima.
Rounding out the list of ell·
gibles are Leo Beck, 6'3lh "
sophomore from Bellevue, 6'1"
senior Dick Brown, Kittitas and
Columbia Basin College; Terry
Gregg, 5'11" senior, R.A. Long
(Longview) and Lower Columbia;
and Paul Gatewood, 6'2" sophomore from Walla Wal~.
The remainder of the team,
including some top transfers,
become eligible in time for the
Chico TournamentDecember2S.
30 to be held in Chico, Calif.
PRCSPECTS GOOD
Nicholson, who knows every.
one likes to knock off a cham.
pion, had this to say about the
'Cats' prospects this year, "our
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assets this sea.son will be good
speed, fine shooting, and good
spirit. The attitude of the play.
ers so far has been great. We
also have been running our fast
break game real well, and we
hope this will take some of the
pressure off of being a rather
small team."
"We have a lot of hard work
to do to reach our potential.
We are not consista.nt, and I'm
•)nly satisfied with the efforts
of two of the first string,"
Nicholson said.
RACE WIDE OPEN
When questioned about this
year's Ev-Co race, the h~d
coach of the defending District
One champs replied, "It's real.
ly goihg to be a wide open af.
fair. The league is going to be
well balanced, and any one team
can knock off any other on a
given night. Western and Whit·
worth are going to . be tough;

Gymnasts Entertain
Central's newest SPort, gym.
nasties, got off to a successful
debut as the Wildcats downed
Everett .J unior College 100-89
last Tuesday night.
Coach Richard Aronson, obvi·
ously pleased with the showing
of his squad, had this to say,
"I was real pleased with the
showing of the team, and know
we'll get better a.S we get more
experience.' '

Gregson Seeks Frosh
Swim Development
The freshmen who will be
called upon to produce the needed
depth include Steve Johnson,
Coach Bob Gregson has ten
Portland; J oe Black, Quincy;
returning lettermen, lncludiag Jerry Mills, Olympia; Jim 0 •
1
two All-Americans, but the key
Brien, Tacoma; Larry Skaar,
to this season's swim team's Vancouver; Mike Bolton, Ever·
success will ~ a group of unett; Don McPherson, Vancouver;
tested freshmen.
~ Milton Hicks, Kennewick; and
Jeff Tinius and Mark Morrill
Randy Cate, Vancouver.
are back to defend their 1966
CAPTURE SECOND
Individual National Champion·
Central's swimmers finished
ships. The other returning let·
second in their initial competitermen include Jim Thomas, . tion for the 1966-67 season in the
Dick Swanson, Gregg Wilson,
Far West Relays, at Pullman,
Terry Hiller, Don Blair, Tom December 3.
Davis, Ray Clark, and Steve
Central took second place, be·
Barber. Outstanding sprinter
hind Washington State in the
Jack Ridley is also expected
seven team field. Mark Morrill
to join the squad in January.
and Ray Clark captured first
The task of replacing Gercy · place in both the one.meter div·
Malella,
All-American · all·
ing, and the three-meter cliving.
around swimmer, along with
In the remaining eight events,
Tom Thomas and Bob Straight
Central captured three seconds
will fall most heavily on freshand five thirds to earn a total
men.
of 96 Points, to W .S.U.'s win·
ning 104.
LOOK TO FROSH
Coach Gregson termed the Re·
Coach Gregson, in his first
lays a good showing of team
year as Central swim coach,
effort and an indication that the
stated, "We wlli be looking to
our freshmen to provide the· Potential depth needed to become
a real strongteamlsdevelQPing.
needed depth and fill our weaker
Simon Fraser Universltyfrom
events, especially the back·
Canada, and Eastern Washington
stroke. 'Jf we can find the mawill provide tough competition
terial in these newcomers, Central could be real strong again for Central in their next borne
meet, January 13.
this season."
By BL~ JOHNSON
Assistant SPorts Editor

Great
SHAKES
01&UBGERS GHEESEBUR8ERS
FRENCH FRIES

Western is the def ending con·
f erence champs, and the Eastern
club could be a real surprise.
They have ·done a lot of recruit.
ing and have come up with a lot
of talent.,,
After playing a prolonged ser·
ies of road games, the Wild·
cats play their next home game
January 20, 1967 against Whit·
worth in an Evergreen Confer.
ence game.
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'Cats Display Strength
By BLAINE JOHNSON
ASSJSTANT SPORTS EDIOTR
Elleven returning lettermen,
including two national cham·
· pions form the nucleus of the
1967 Central Washington wrest.
ling squad that will be out to
match their 1966 third placefin.
ish in the NAIA National Tour.
nament.
Lamoin Merkley, national
champion in the 167weight class,
and Dennis Warren, 145 class
national champion head a group
of five who placed in last season's national tourney. The oth·
ers are Dallas DeLay, runner.
up in the 191 class; LeRoy
Werkhoven, fifth in the heavy.
weight class; and VerNon Merk·
ley, sixth place finisher in the
160 weight group.
C ~ach Eric Beardsley's oth.
er returning lettermen are John
Casebeer 137, Jim Herman 130,
Bill Rackley 160-167, Bob Lynn
145, and Mike Turner 130weight
class.
CANADIAN WIN
The Wildcats opened the 1966·
67 season by capturing the cham·
pionship in the Uni versity of
British Columbia Invitational
Tournament. at Vancouver, B.C.
on November 19.
The grapplers representing
Central in the tourney won 30
of 35 matches, and captured
seven individual championships
and three second places .
Individual Wildcat winners in
the Canadian tourney were Le.
Roy Werkhoven, heavyweight;
Dennis Byrnes, 191; Dall.as De·
Lay, 177; Lamoin Merkley, 167;
VerNon Merkley, 160; Bob Lynn,
145; and Larry Brown in the
130 pound weight class: Kim
Richards, 123, John Casebeer,
137, andAlanJohnson, 152 class,
were individual runner-ups.
DOWN COUGARS
Before a near capacity crowd
in Nicholson Pavilion, the Wild·
cats opened their home season
with a 20.9 win over Washing.
ton State December 2.
LeRoy Werkhoven 'climaxed
the meet with a pin of W $ .U.
heavyweight Dan Hansen. The
other Wildcats scoring victories
were Mike Turner, 123; Gary
Mogensen, 145; Al Johnson, 152;
VerNon Merkley, 160; and La.
moln Merkley in the 167 weight
class
NEED MORE STRENGTH
Central 's hopes for repeating
last season's high national rank·
ing depend on development of
strength in the lighter weight
classes, according to Coach
Beardsley.
"Even with our impressive
group of returning lettermen, we
are going to need to develop

more strength in the lighter
groups if we are to challenge
our 1966 record," he said.
Central had a dual meet rec.
ord of eight wins and four losses in 1966, captured the Ever.
green Conference title, theNAIA
Regional
championship, and
third place in the National Touro
nament.
TEAM HAS PRIDE
Beardsley expressed pleasure
in the dedication and pride of
the team, saying, "The key to
last season's success was the
amount of indi victual effort and
pride exercised on the part of
each wrestler . I am certain,
with the calibre of men wehave,
that the team will dedicate it·
self to the highest success possible."
TO BATTLE E,0.C.
The next opportunity Central
fas will have to see the Wilda
cat grapplers in action ls Jan·
uary 6, when they take on tough
Eastern Oregon College in Ni·
cholson Pavillion at 7:30 p.m.
Grays Harbor College will pro.
vide the competition for Cen.
tral's junior varsity in i:he preliminary beginning at 6 p.m.

Frosh Top PW
in Net Opener
The Central Washington State
College freshman basketball
squad, under the direction of
coach Stan Sorenson, opened
their 16 game schedule with
an 81·76 victory over the Pacific
Lutheran University JV's last
Saturday night.
After trailing 1Oa1 through the
first five minutes, the Wildcats
used a well executed fast break
and solid rebounding to outscore
PLU by a 22-7 count the next
six minutes, and gained a lead
which they held until just before
halftime.
Fine shooting by guard Bill
North and a Herculean effort on
the boards by 6'51/2" center
George Bender carried the 'Cats
the second half, as did key
buckets by the other players.
Bender hauled down 14 rebounds and dumped in 16 paints
to capture high Point honors for
the cwsc freshmen.
Kim Estrada, Rob Hippi, and
Bob Bishopp all contributed Im·
partant paints to the winning
cause.
Af.ter battling the Pacific Lu·
theran JV's a second time,
Sorenson's crew travels to St.
Martins Dec. 16 to entertain
the St. Martins junior varsity.

SKI CLOTHING
SKIS HeadA&T
& Mont Blank

CAMPUS CRIER, Friday, December 9, 1 ~66

Follow C.W.S.C. BasketbaH and hear these
,
games on KXLE.
.

I
'

Dec,. 16
Jan.7
Jan.23
Jan.28
Jan.30
Feb.7
Feb.17
Feb. 18

.

Central at Saint Martin's
Central at Portland State
Seattle Pacific at Central
Central at Eastem
Saint Martin's at Central
Central at Whitworth
Western at Central
Eastern at Central

KXLE, Ellensburg, for the. past 20
•
y~ars _ serving C.W.S.C. and Kitti~
tas County.
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J & J JEWELERS
Now Conveniently Located In

''The Plaza"
WATCHES . . by · Hamilton ,

Bulova and

Caravel le

ACCUTRON ...

The Space-Age Time-

piece-J & J Jewelers is the only authorized
Accutron, Bulova .and Caravel le dealer in E lensburg.

PRINCE and PRINCESS-GARDNER . . . wallets and purse accP.ssories
STRATTON OF LONDON ..
compacts and

accessories .

ANSON . . famou s men's jewe ry .
BRITISH. STERLING ... to i letr i es
JEWELS BY TRIFARI . . . and

Equipment

LADIES

JACKETS

....

Congratulations CWSC
on Your 75th Anniversary

FISHING &
HUNTING
College

Page23

for men .

other fine names in fashion je welr y.
and

MENS

Rl~GS

...

all styles, all prices .

SILVERWARE ...

stain ' ess steel . . .

colored glassware .

HUNDREDS OF GIFT ITEMS
from $1 .00 to $100 .00 .

SKIS-

SKl RENTALS =~~~:-

s3.2s ••••.••••• pel day
5

5.00 •••••• per weekend
5
30.00 • • • • • • per season
5
50.00 Head Skies per seaL
··
son

wr

ie Strange

-FREE PARKINGConcenience Credit Card

aankAm~~rc1

or Our Own Budget Terms

~::~NG

506 N . Pi ne "By The Big Tree"

..,

CAMPUS CRIER, Friday, December 9, 1966
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Experience Goa l Tol d

Psychedelic Drug Use Defended
By Bearded AND Performers

'' .. .a spider drinking water."

A bearded young man, who
whlle taking an I.SD "trip"
"once sat down and watched a
spider drink water,'' talked
about the drug in Hebeler Ele·
mentary School recently.
The man was Frank Erickson,
associate member ol the spon.
soring campus group Action tor
New De'mocracy (AND). The
evening presentation, entitled
"Gitt from the East," was made
in the Hebeler Auditorium be·
cause college buildings were
all booked. A mixed college.
community audience ot · about
200 persons heard ex-Central
student Erickson and visiting U
of Washingtonian Pat Brady deliver a defense ol conscious ex.
· panding drugs.
Flanked by U.S. and Washing.
ton State flags, Erickson led
off the show alone, on his knees,
speaking into a microphone that
lay on the fioor ~ He explained
that the first part of the lec.
ture would ~ake the form at a
''religious ritual'' symbolizing
"love combined with understand·
Ing.'' Then he strummed exotic
oriental mood music from a
guitar.
Punctuating · the strumming
with verbal observations, Erick·
son noted a ~'psycbadellc revolu·
t1on'' in the Untted States. The
revolution promises "freedom
of mind, movement, expression,
and aesthetics. Everybody wants
to be free," he said.
''There must be a million
churches, and you go every Sun.
day and it's so difficult to sit
down and be honest with our·
selves and see where we're
at," Erickson mused.
In' attempting to set histori·
cal precedent for I.SD, Erick·
son noted that "Just about all
your religious leaders, includ·
1ng Jesus, were very 'high' con•
stantly."
Through the use ol conscious
expanding drugs ".People ol this
earth are destined to walk in
the light at the face of God·
in total, perfect knowledge,"
he predicted.
Then Pat Brady took over,
projecting fl'om within a tangle
at long black hair and beard.
He was clad in a purple orl·

Students to Run Dance Club
Orchests, the modern dance
club open to men as well as
women, is in the process of
being revamped, according to
the adviser. MissMartha Young.
As 1t ts · now, Orchesis is a
dance group run by the adviser~
its purpose being to work to.
wards performance.
After its orga.niz.ational meet.
ing recently, it is hopefully on
its way to becoming a student
organization run by the students
instead of the adviser. A con.
centrated effort will be made

to recruit new members Win·
ter Quarter, Miss Young said.
Orchesls will be hosting vts.
"ttors from high schools and oth•
er colleges February a, when
Erle Hawkins, a dancer choreo.
grapher from New York, con.
troverslal because of his 'far.
out dances', will be on campus.
Everyone is welcome.
This season, dances choreo..
graphed by famous artists are
planned for performance. or.
chests may also participate in
the opera, "Suzannah," and in
the musical this spring.

Open 7 Days a Weeek to

ental sarong with a tiger im·
printed on' the back,
What · do people do in great
moments at love as a- result
ol the psychadelic experience?
"I see it as a dance," Brady
said. Whereupon he embarked
upon a jerking two steP-shuffle
-modified twist accompanied
by recorded oriental music.
Afterwards, tn a question and
answer session Brady said be
uses conscious expanding drugs
because "I enjoy running into
myself."
Erickson told ol his 1.8D-per.
mitted observation at a "spider
drinking water. It was a terribly
religious thing," he remem.
bered. He believes that, "We
are taught to bate really beau·
titul things" and that his "trips"
allow him to see through that
hatred.
Erickson predicts that one day
"love will be the basic con·
sciousness of all d. us. Older
people wlll ·die ott and younger
people who have been expased
to LSD will be the voters."

"We would like to give the
students experience in acting,
directing, scene design, lighting
and all phases d. productions,..''
Terry Parker, Act One presi·
dent said at the club.
With an emphasis on an all
student production, Parker ex·
plained that the purpose ol Act
One is to "provide students
with an opportunity to direct
and produce productions them·
selves."
Affiliated with the speech and
drama department, Act One puts
on a major production every
quarter. This quarter "Lilliom"
was presented.
'
Tentative plans for next quar·
t~r include the possibillty at

both a children' s and readers'
theatre and per haps some ex·
perlments in stage production.

"It gives direct opp0rtunity
and experience rather than just
observation," Parker explain·
ed.
Anybody interested in drama
or Act One is tnvit~d to take a
look at the stage any afternoon
from 3 to 5 p.m.
Meeting times for the organ•.
tzation__ are posted backst~,
in the SUB and on the speech
and drama department bulle·
tin board in Edi5on Hall.

.
Independent Auto ~
Repair
~

FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC

TEXACO SERVICE
. Kawasaki Motorcycles

LEARN TO

603 N. MAIN-295-5539

SKI

INTHE

ALPINE SKI SCHOOL
Lessons
Open To All
Central
Students

Ski At
Fabulous
Stevens
Pass

6--1 Y2 Hour
Lessons·
At Stevens Pass
Beginning Sunday, January 15,
Thru February 19, 1967
Transportation Supplied By Greyhound BU.
~

.Transportation
By
Greyhound

ALL FOR ONLY •35.00_
Classes For ·
Beginning Skiers
through Racing
will be Offered

Serve You Better

SPROUSE-REITZVARIETY
New Store Hours
Till Christmas
Monday-Friday 9-9
Sunday 11-6

Saturday 9-7

The Buses Are Filling Up So Apply Early

DEADLINE-JANUARY 6, 1967
Applications and Information Are Available
At The Alpine Club Office In The
S.U.B., Between 2:00 and 3:00 p.m. Daily
Or At
The Office of the Advisor of Student Activities

